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INTRODUCTION

An increased amount of emphasis is constantly being placed on the

standardization of diets where group feeding is involved .

Especially

is this true in the hospital where food is an essential part of the
medical treatment of the patient.

The directing personnel responsible

for the diets for any hospital situation where a dietitian is employed,
are the doctors who prescribe the diet orders and the dietitian who
interprets them.
The dietitian has the added res ponsibility of training her employees so that any calculated diet is prope rly prepared.

The degree

of care and attention given these diets determines to a great extent
the efficiency of the dietary trea~~ent the patient receives,
11a.ny problems affect the extent to which any diet order is car-

ried out:

first , the medical staff varies greatly in number in all

hospitals , and each doctor has accepted certa in diet regimens during
his trainin ~ . education, and experience that he expec ts to use; second,
each dietitian , likewise , interprets the diet prescriptions in the
light of her training , knm1ledge , and experience; third , the patient
needs to be given consideration because of his former food habits and
perhaps a lack of tolerance of certain foods .

The need for a system

of good connnunications between the doctor and the dietitian must be
emphasized and developed i f the above ~entioned problems are to be
solved,
The dietary manual should be the medium by which the doctors and
the dietitian or dietitians , are united in a common understanding of

2

diet terminology and description.

So many dietary manuals are avail-

able today that it becomes confusing to the average dietitian when she
tries to decide which manual or combination of manuals would be best
for her particular situation.

According to recent literature, dieti-

tians should be aware of the f~ct that any manual printed serves best
only that hospital or organization for which it was developed.
Most of the manuals that have been published to date have been for
use in the large hospitals.

This has been true, principally, because

of the diversity of service, the great number of patients , and the
large number of employees who must be instructed in proper food prep..
aration.
ample.

The t-!ayo Clinic, with its associated hospitals , is one exThis clinic is widely known for its unique ore;anization where-

in the standardization of dietary , as
recognized.

~tell

as hospital , services are

There are situations where there are many small hospitals

within a state , some of which are operating without scientific dietary
guides of any kind.

In some of these st• tes the dietetic association

with the cooperation of their state medical association has compiled a
manual to help standardize
in their respective state.

~~e

diets to be used in the hospitals with-

Tbe I daho diet manual is an example of

this type of publication,
Surveys indicate that only half of the hospitals in the United
States can depend upon the services of a dietitian.

This means that

the average small hospital, of necessity, will seek to struggle with
inadequate dietary management.

The small hospital does not seem to

hold attractions for the trained dietitian for the following reasons:
first, the hospitals are usually located in small communities which
have limited recreational and cultural activities; second, salaries
are generally limited; third, often the hospital facilities are

3
inadequate; and

fouMl~,

a one- dietitian situation gives the dietitian

an over-all responsibility that is very tying and tiT.e consuming.

The

result is that many of the dietary departments in these smaller institutions are operated either by a cook who serves as boV1 cook and supervisor and who has no technical knowledge of nutrition, or by a supervisor who has had some limited experience in dietary planning and
supervision.

It is the small hospital where the supervising staff is

either liT.ited, inadequately t r ained , or inexperienced that deserves
the special attention of the dietitic profession.

4

THE PROBW!

The problem became one of trying to meet the needs of the small
hospital bw developing a manual that would include standardized diets
that are practical and denote simplicity; and yet include sufficient
description of the diets in relation to the diseases to be treated , to
cake them usable for the supervisor of limited experience .

Further-

more, the diets are to be constructed so they •lill be sufficiently
flexible to allow for any alterations that may be Made as current
developments in dietary treatment continue to advance .
While the specific purpose was to coMpile a dietary manual ,
nevertheless, it is hoped that the thesis in its entirety can be used
as a r,uide for the dietitian in the small hospital of sil'lilar administration as that of the

Lo~an

Latter-day Saints Hospital.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The field of diet therapy has been flooded with a variety of
diets which are controversial in the terminology used.

The most

authentic and least controversial diets have been compiled qy dietitians, nutritionists, and physicians who have had reason and incentive

to experiment and test regimens of diet treatment in disease and in
health.

Such diets may be found

L~

scientific magazines , nutritional

and medical journals, and dietitic and medical books and manuals.
The review of literature for this study will be discussed under
three main divisions:

first, information pertaining to the construc-

tion of a dietary manual; second, the various kinds of manuals and
their use s ; and third, current literature that describes the net<er
developments of dietary practices.
The

gradual accumulation of diet regimens used in treating various

diseases has developed problems for the dietitian as well as for the
physician.

These regimens vary in nature because each has been de-

veloped under certain specific situations and the problem for the
physician and the dietitian becomes one of trying to determine which
diet regimens , if aey, can be adapted to the situations found in their
hospital.

One of the earlies t handbooks published exp ressly for the

dietitian was written by Turner, revised (1952), at the request of the
American Dietitic Association.

The purpose of this handbook was to

give some plain , accurate, and simple facts of diet therapy and terminology, and to outiine some definite points to be considered in
ning therapeutic diets

~~rough

pla~

the modification of the general or

6

normal diet.
A report

qy

Robinson (1951), again, emphasizes the need of stand-

ardizing therapeutic or modified diets and points out the fact that

sL~ple, as well as realistic, dietary nomenclature can be made possible only

qy

the joint planning of the dietitic and the medical staffs

in any given situation.
The f i rst reference manual designed especially for hospital food
service was developed

qy

a Joint Committee of the Ane rican Hospital

Assoc iation and the American Dietitic Association (1954 ).

In t his

manual statements were made to the effect tha t it was t he only volume
printed that had attempted to an~•er t he varied questions about hospital food service.

The manual was unique in that it included tech-

nical information reg-drdin,; menu pl anning , food purchasine , storage,
preparation and service , care and cleanin g of equipment, sanitation ,
improving food se rvice, personnel relationship , and cost accounting.
The manual al so dis cussed skillful menu planning for the three most
significant ages , namely, the child , the adult , and the ol der person ,
but made no attempt t o su ggest how such diets could be modified in the
t reatment of diseases.
A dietary manual is used primarily as a source of reference inf orma tion in diet management.

It refle cts, t o a grea t extent, the

technical knowledge that should be used i n planning me nus and diets
for the patients in any hospital.

The evolution of diet manuals re-

veals the interesting fact that a book was in print as early as 1901
and ~as cal led Convalescents• Receipts.

Pollack (1952 ) made a state-

ment to the effect that too many hospitals, both past and present,
focused the attention s o sharply on the treat ment of the s pecific
symptoms that the diet de s ired was allmved to become nutritionally
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inadequate.

Surveys, likewise, have also shown that many institutions

other than hospitals have

relative~

poor dietary regimens.

\>/ilson

(1954) states that it was for this reason the Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Research Council, in 1943 , assembled a dietary guide
known as the Recommended

~Allowances

far-flung results of nutritional research.

which brought toeether the
In the light of this

dietary guide that had been assembled, a committee on institutional
feeding was appointed by the Board of Food and Nutrition to study the
needs for practical help in institutions in applying the recommended
dietary

allo~ances

to their menu planning.

The manual developed by the Committee on Dietitics of the

¥~o

Clinic, revised (1954), was and is used in their associated hospitals
of over 1200 beds.

The manual is complete for the Hayo Clinic where

a great variety of diseases and their complications are treated.
The manual compiled by the dietary department of the Johns
Hopkins Hospital, revised (1952), i s , also, for use in
hospital system of over 900 beds.

~~eir lar~

This manual, although complete in

die t cont ent, is very concise in diet description.
Diet manuals have been written !'or various purposes .

The Hayo

and the Johns Hopkins manuals were ·, ;ri tten for their own hospital sit-

uations and were to be used by trained personnel.
manual is the

~laster

Menu

~ ~!anual by

Another type of a

Gillam (1951) .

This manual

is arranged to be used in conjunction with the menus written by
Gillam and published monthly in the professional magazine, Hospitals.
It was the opinion of many dietitians at the regional dietitic meeting
in Denver in 1956 that the combined use of the manual by Gillam and
menus published in the magazine , Hospitals , would be difficult for the
untrained supervisor to use unless she had the assistance of a trained
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supervisor to help her interpret and put the system into effect.
The manual of

L~e

Idaho Dietetic kssociation was compiled by a

committee representing the Idaho dietetic association and the Idaho
Medical kssociation (1953).

This manual was prepared for the purpose

of standardizing diets to assure each physician in Idaho that his
orders would receive the same interpretation in every hospital in the
state where the manual was used.
Pollack (1952) stated the mortality rates from disease and injury
had been remarkably reduced in recent years , in spite of the fact that,
generally, the medical schools have s pent too little time or attention
in considering the newer knowledge of nutrition.
brin~s

The article also

out the fact that, during and following the last war, it was

demonstrated very clearly that poorly fed people became irritable ,
morose, worrisome, depressed, untidy, and lacking in initiative and
ambition.

·~en

a controlled group of these subjects was placed on a

nutritionally balanced diet improved changes of personality and outlook were commonly observed.
Pollack (1952) furthermore added that malnutrition also may be
•secondary" or •conditioned" even thoue;h the diet would be adequate
for normal conditions.

Such results might occur from failure of the

body to absorb and utilize some of the nutrients, or from increased

nutrient requirements or excessive body losses.

The di sturbed me tab-

olism associated with disease or injury is accompanied commonly by
large losses of protein, vitamins, and other nutrients.
One of the most current controversial diets is the cholesterol
diet.

Keys,

~

al. (1956) have done extensive experimentation on

serum cholesterol in man.

It was the conclusion of Keys, et al . (1956)

and stare (1956 ) that nutrition including protein , fat , type of fat ,
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and other nutrients played a role in the

c~u sation

of atherosclerosis ,

but much more experimentation would be ne cessaY3 before any definite
statement could be made,
Hayes , et al. (1957) arranged a t able of fat containing foods
which gave the fat, fatty acids , and cholesterol content of each food .
All of these constituen ts were factors to be considered in lowering
the s erum cholesterol in man .
Several articles on diet therapy have been writte n by Corinne
Robinson including ayticles on the fat restricted diet , the
restricted diet, and

~~e

bland die t .

sodiQ~

These diets are mentioned in

detail by Robinson (1954) , (1955 ), and (1954) , respectively.
A very int eresting repoyt on diabetes in children was revie!<ed by
Jackson, ~ al. (1956).

The experiment elaborated on how to control

diabetes in the child wit!J insulin and food .
t~~es

A reviow of different

of insulin was given and the rela t ionship of food was pointed

out.
The diabetic exchange me t hod was developed by t!Je CoMl'littees of
the American Diabetes Association , et al . (1950).

The sodium exchanre

lists are inc luded in the ~nual by the I daho Dietitic Association

(1953) .
A wei ght co ntrol conference was conducted at t he Utah State
University in the summers of 1956 and 1957.

The diet u sed for this

conference was developed by Madsen and vlilcox (1956).

The diet ~os t

commonly used was the 1200 calorie diet containing 105 grams carbohydrate , 70 grams protein , and 55 grams fat.

-~ significant weight

reduction was calculated from the wei ght reports made by t he participants.
Hill made some determin~tions of the differences of cow •s milk
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versus breast milk and the introduction of solids into the diet; and
Letchfield (1957) seemed to agree that a fortified multivitamin formula was necessary to supplement the feeding in the newborn and in
childhood.
Burke (1951~) pointed out the important nutrients (protein, calcium, and vitamin C) that should be increased during the third trimester period of pregnancy in order that an adequate diet might be
maintained,

A significant comparison was made of the normal adequate

diet and the diet during pregnancy.

ll

THE DESC!UPTION OF THE SITUATION

The Logan Latter-day Saints Hospital ,
Hospital throughout this

~~esis ,

~hich

is called the Lo gan

is located in Lo gan , Utah.

Logan is

a city of homes , schools, and churches situated in a valley in the
midst of the "r/asatch range of mountains , the paramount attraction
being

~~e

Utah State University.

The population i.s approximately

17 , ooo.
Logan is the main business center of Cache County and draws trade
from the 24 small communities located

1~ithin

an area of approximately

362 square miles .

Farming and dairying have been and are the predom-

inant industries .

The population is relatively stable and its culture

primarily motivated

qy

education and religion.

The Logan Hospital is the largest hospital within a radius of 48
miles.

Two larger hospitals are located in Ogden, 48 miles south of

Logan.

Three smaller hospitals , all functioning without the help of a

trained dietitian, are located 'dthin 30 miles distance .

The largest

hospitals in the intermountain west are situated ·within the radius of

150 miles and are located in Salt Lake City, Utah , and Pocatello, and
Idaho Falls , Idaho.
The Lo gan Hospital is a general hospital and one of the seven
hospitals 01med by the Church of Jesus Christ o.f Latter- day Saints.
The operation of the hospital is under the direction o.f an
t or and a board of trustees.

ad~stra

One of the members of the board repre-

sents the general church organization.

The head dietitian of the

L. D. S. Hospital of Salt Lake City has been appointed to act as a
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dietary consultant for any L. D. S. Hospital that asks for assistance
or advice; otherwise , each dietary
Lo~an

At the present time the

dep~rt~ent

functions

Hospital is in the process of adding

a new wing to the e.'Cisting b.lildine.

'·/hen it is completed the patient

capacity will be increased f r om 90 to 110 beds.
study , the hospital had 120 full time
ing professional personnel:

i~ependently .

empl~·ees ,

At the time of this
includin g the follow-

a laboratory technicia.'1 , an x-ray tech-

nician , an engineer , a librarian, and one trained dietitian.
The dietitian has the followinr responsibilities:

hiring , train-

ing, and supervising all dieta!)· personnel; ordering, purchasing, and
supervising the preparation of the food; calculating diets ; planning
menus; organizing, planning , and determining dietary procedures and
or~anization;

equipment.

purchasing supplies; and recommending the purchasing of

Besides the duties in the kitchen, the dietitian has the

added responsibility of contacting patients in re gards to dietary
problems and food prefe rences , and offerine: diet consultation service.
At present the
full time employees:

diet~ry

department has one

dietiti~'1,

of the follo·.,;ing

dietary assistant, head cook and food

production manager, supper cook, salad
helper, and relief worker.

e.~ch

=~<er,

lish washer , ki tc))en

In addition the department includes the

following part time employees:

two dietary supervisors, a dish washer,

a porter and store room clerk , and three combination cooks and kitchen
helpers.
Interesting data of last year's food service indicate that a
total of 67 , 783 meals were served; 46 , 387 of

~~ese

meals were served

to patients and 21 , 396 meals were served to employees and guests of
the hospital.

The average cost per tray was $.698; i . J4 for labor,

t .33 for food , and $. 025 for supplies .

The daily average patient
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census was 42.
The selective menu system is incorporated in the type of food
service used in the hospital.

This system is designed primarily for

patients for whom a general diet has been prescribed.

A patient on a

eeneral diet has no restrictions in the selection of the food offered
and his choices are basod on his ethnic food preferences.

Patients on

modified diets may order from a modified se lective menu if the physician or dietitian feels it could be advantageous to the patient.

The

menu is especially planned to offer a choice of t1;o or nore food items
of the same food group.

For example, lhe breakfast nenu includes:

two fruits, two cereals (one cold and one cooked), one egg or substitute, three kinds of toast, butter, cream, jelly, and a choice of
beverages.

:;ix

A sample of a selective menu is included L> the appendix

(page 123).

Each day the selective menus are delivered
visor to the patients on the general diet .

qy

the dietary super-

The surervisor compiles a

record of each food item and the number of times it is selected, and
with the addition of the foods included on the modified diets and
allowing for extra new general, soft, and liquid die t s , what is known
as a food count report is then completed .

This report is posted and

used the following day by the enployees preparing the food.
of the daily food count and

su~nary

An example

,,

of special diets are included in

the appendix (pages 124 and 125).
The basic food patterns used throughout the year are arranged in
the cycle menu system.

This system consists of four sets of menus,

each set being planned for one of t.'le four seasons.

In turn the menus

are made up for a three weeks period and are rotated during the remainder of that season.

This method of menu making simplifies the

,-
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responsibility of the dietitian, minimizes repetition, provides for
flexibility in food substitution, and prevents the preparation of a
haphazard concoction of poorly planned foods,
}leals are served to the patients at 7:30a.m. (breakfast),
11:40 a.m. (dinner), and 4:45 p .m. (supper).

Between meal nourish-

ments are served as prescribed by the physician.

Juices and carbon-

ated beverages are dispensed from the three floors (medical, obstetrical, and surgical) under the ' direction of the nursing service three
times daily.

The nursing mothers are encouraged to drink an extra

glass of milk daily and this is offered to them at 6:00 a.l".
At regular meal times the food for each patient is assembled on a
tray in the kitchen under the direction of the dietitian or the assistant.

The trays are then placed on carts and taken t0 the various

floors to be distributed and later collected by the nurse's aides.
Arry extra foods requested by the patients are first conside red by the

nurse in charge and then referred to the dietitian for proper dispensation.
Diet consultation goes hand in hand •'i. th the treatment of certain
diseases and is furnished by the dietitian to t he respe ctive patients.
The diabetic and sodium restricted diets are two incidents where diet
consultations are used.

15

THE PROCEDURE

m

DEV!o."'LOPTIW TI!E MA..>roA.L

The die t itian has the responsibility of

pl~perly

evaluating her

position in relation to the rest of the hospi tal team.

Her prime con-

cern is that of her relationship to the medical grou p.

She must per-

form her duties in an intelligent manner and conduct herself in such a
way that the physicians will respect her and learn to reJ.or upon her in
the sa1'!8 way that they rely upon the pathologist or t he labora tory
technician.

Such respect and confidence is gained slowly .

Once this

is attained, the respect of necessi ty, one to another , i s established.
The dietary manual should be the mediator between the doctor and
the dietitian and as such it should promote a common u nder standing of
the composition and use of t he diets
of the hospital.

p1~sc ribed

for patients in or out

Until recently no record existed that indicated that

a common concept of diet terminology had been established between the
doctors and the dietitian of the Logan Hospital.
This lack of a common understandinc l ed to confusion in the mind
of the p resent dietitian•and this increased as various dietary technicalit i es became evident.

The necessity of better communications

caused the die titian to contemplate a procedure that might be used in
setti ng up a program for the standardiza tion of the special diets .

A

plan was compl e ted and , at the instigation of the hospital administr ator , the dietitian was given an opportunity to present the plan to the
medical staff.
The doctors accepted the i dea of the plan and as a result , a nutritional committe of four do ctors and the dietitian uas fort:led .

One
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of the doctors was designated as chairman and the dietitian as cochairman.

The doctors represented the two main clinics of Cache

Valley , and included one pediatrician, one surgeon, and two internal
medicine specialists.
At the beginning the committee agreed upon the follo.ring points:

1.

That a series of meetings would be conducted and they would

be in the na ture of informal conferences.
2.

That reference sources, including dietary manuals , textbooks,

and current articles would be renewed with the i dea of selecting
those that could best be used in the situation under study.

3.

That only those dietary regimens that ;<ere co=only used in

the Logan Hospital would be standardized.

4.

That the steps in standardizing each diet would include the

following:
a.

A basic pattern for the standard house diets would be

made prior to the various committee meetings and the general diet
would be the basis for determining the standardization of the special
diets.
b.

After carefUl review of the literature the dietitian

would prepare a rough d raft of each d iet that was to be standardized.
c.

All the physicians in the hospital would then receive a

copy of the diet as it had been approved
d.

B i~~er

qy

the committee.

the dietitian or the doctor would

~re sent

the

dietary regimen at the next medical staff meeting and invite fUrther
comments and criticisms.

e.

The patients in the hospital 11ho ·,;ere in need of the

treament or the diseases under consideration

<~ould

be placed on the

regimens and special attention made as to their acceptance of foods

17
offered.
f.

The commit tee would make any further changes that ·. rere

necessary and give their final approval to the dietary regimens.
g.

The dietitian would instruct the dietary supervisors in

the use of the various re gimens.
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THE WJlUAL
Foreword

In compiling this manual the

auL~or

has endeavored to adapt the

latest developments in the field of therapy.
It is generally agre ed that good nutrition is important for

L~e

maintenance of optimum health in all normal individuals and in the
restoration of good health in the sick.

Table l shows the primary

function of food and its use in the body.
The basic pattern of
meets the

reco~~nded

L~e

general diet (normal or foundation diet)

dietary allowances of the National Research

Council (see tables 2 and J) in every respect except caloric value.
The added food nutrients are provided as the patient develops a greater tolerance for food.

or

necessity, there will be individual varia-

tions in each diet .
The therapeutic diets are in most instances
general diet.

~odifications

of the

In view of this fact, the soft diet and the bland diet

serve best as subd ivisions of the general diet to be used also for
basic diets in diet determinations.

The descriptions of each diet is

included with the respective diet.
The standard hospital diets include the general, soft, full
liquid, and clear liquid diets .
The

~Diet

Composition
The nutritional evaluation of the basic patte rn of the general
diet used in the Latter-day Saints Hospital, Lo gar. . Utah , is given in
table

J.

Table l.

Food and its use in the body*

Nutrients

Common Sources

Primary Function in the Body

Breakdown upon
Digestion

Fuel Value

Proteins

Milk , milk products, meat,
poultry , fish, e ggs, and
peanut butter

1. Build and repair body cells

l. Amino acids
2. Energy

4 calories
per gram

Carbohydrates

Breads, cereals, peas,
beans, corn, parsnips,
potatoes, and desserts

l. Yield eneri?Y

1. G:cycogen or
fat when
stored
2. Glucose
) . Eneri'Y

4 calories
per gram

Fats

futter, margarine , oils,

1. Reserve energy
2. Carriers of the fat soluble

l. Fatty acids
2 . Deposits in
body as

9 calories

bacon. cream, cream cheese.

nuts, and olives

and tissues
2. Improve immunity and
resistance to disease
). Necessary for wound healing
4. Formation of blood and bone

vitamins A, D, K, and E,
and fatty acids

per gram

excess fat
). Energy

* Sources: Sister M. Boneface, Diet

}~nual, St. Benedict's Hospital.
Jean L. Bogert, Nutrition and physical fitness.
Oliver Byrd, Textbook of College !{ygiene.

t;

Table 1. (Continued)
Nutrients
Vitamins:
Vitamin A

Common Sources
Green leafy vegetables, yellow
vegetables and fruits, ootter
cream, liver, whole milk, and
fortified margarine

Vitamin D

cod liver oil, irradiated foods,
Vitamin D enriched milk

Vitamin E

oils of wheat germ, nuts, legumes
green leafy vegetables

Vitamin C
(ascorbic
acid)
Vitamin Bt
(thiamine)
Vitamin~

(riboflavin)

Primary Function in the Body

Breakdown upon Fuel Value
Digestion

)
)

)
)
)
)
) Aids in health of vision,
) skin, and teeth

)
) Gives resistance to
) infection and color
oranges, grapefruit, tomatoes,
) blindness
cabbage, cantaloupe, lemons, limes,)
strawberries, and potatoes (when
) I mproves mental reactions,
used in quantity)
) endurance, muscular
) activity , bone growth ,
enriched cereals, wheat germ, pork,) clotting of the blood,
dried yeast, and milk
) cellular r espiration, and
) other body activities
milk, e ggs, glandular meats, dried )
yeast, enriched cereals and bread, )
)
and green leafy vegetables
)

(niacin)

liver, kidney, lean meat, fish,
)
peanuts, cereals, green vegetables,)
enriched cereals and breads , and
)
yeast
N
0

Table 1, (Continued)

Nutrients

Common Sources

Primary Function in the Body

Breakdown upon
Digestion

Fuel Value

Other vitamins:
biotin, choline,
folic acid,
pyridoxine,
vitamin Bt2• and
pantothenic acid,
Mineral salts:
Calcium
Hill<, milk producta, green
leafy vegetables
Phosphorus
Iron

milk, milk products, egg yolk,
meat, fish, fowl, and fruits
liver, egg yolk, green leafy
vegetables, dried fruits, and
molasses

Iodine

iodized salt and seafood

Sodium

table salt , bacon, ham, cheese
e ggs , milk, and meat

Potassium

¥bole-grain cereals, dried fruits,
and dried vegetables

Maintains health of the
bones , blood, water balance,
and acid base balance
Prevents muscle cramps,
shock, and disease of the
thyroid gland

N

1-'

Table l. (Continued)

Nutrients

Common Sources

Primary Function in the Body

Water

Drinking water, juices, milk, and
t-rater obtained from food

Is part of the individual
cells and the intervening
spaces between the cells and
tissues, as well as of the
blood and lymphatic system

Breakdot-m upon
Digestion

Fuel Value

Is important for carrying
sodium chloride and potassium
in solution and also for
carryin1; nutrients and waste
products

~

Table 2.

Recommended daily dietary allowances1
Protein Calcium Iron

Vitamin A Thiamine

Riboflavin

Niacin Ascorbic
acid
mg.
mg.

Calories

gm.

mg.

gm.

I.U.

mg.

mg.

Man2
150 lbs. - 70 kg.
Sedentary
Physically
active
Heavy duty

70

1.0

12

5000

1.0

1.8

12

75

2400

70
70

1.0
1.0

12
12

5000
5000

1.5
1.8

1.8
1.8

15

75
75

JOOO
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'.Voman
123 lbs. - 56 kg.
Sedentary
Moderately
active
Very active

60

1.0

12

5000

1.0

1.5

10

70

2000

60
60

1.0
1.0

12
12

5000

1.2
1.5

1.5
1.5

12
15

70
70

2400

5000

1.
2.

4500

JOOO

Provided qy the National Research Council.
There is evidence that a male adult needs relatively little iron.

"'

w

Table J.

Composition 1 of the general or normal diet
Minerals
Ca. Iron

Food

A

c

r.u.

M(l;.

.4
. 58
. OJ 1.3

780
550

5

.10 ).8

6 ,610

4

Quantity
~·

l',j_lk, whole
Egg
Meat, poultry,
fish, or cheese
Bread, whole
grain
Cereal , whole
grain or
enriched
Potato
Vegetable, green
or yellow
Vegetable, other
Fruit, citrus
Fruit, other
Butter
Cream

1 pint
1

2.
J,

Niacin

Foodstuffs 2
CarboProtein
hydrate

Fat
Calories)

Mb •

.18
.05

.84
.14

.6

24

trace

trace

. 27

.74

7.1

.24

. 13

2.0

45

6

210

16
7

20
5

340
75

28

20

)00

E . P.

4 oz.

3 slices . 08 1.8

t cup
1 small

.OJ
.01

cup
-~ cup
cup
cup
3 tsp,
2 oz.

.09 1.3

I

Total
Total as recotmnended by
National Research
Council
1.

!l;l!! •

Vitamins
Thiamine
Riboflavin
mg .
mg.

.OJ
.OJ

.02

.6
.7
·5
,J
.5

.08

. 04

20

14

.09

. OJ

.7
1.0

15
15

2
2

70
70

6 ,280
225
110
905
460
480

30
15
60
35

.08
.04
.08
.08

.15
. 05
, OJ
.07

.9
.4
.2
.9

7

2

15
10

35
40
40
40
135
0

70

1400

.6

1,00 11.2 16 ,429 163

1.19

2. 27

12.8

1. 00 12. 0

1.0

1.6

11.0

5,000

10
10

72.5

126

6J
65

The compo sition of foods is based on ~~e "Nutritional Evaluation of a Basic Plan for Normal
Handbook of Diet Therapy, by Dorothea Turner for the A. D. A., revised 1952.
Determinations based on exchange list for diabetes,
Calories have been rounded off to nearest 5 to 10. 1 gram of carbohydrate and protein is
calculated to equal 4 calories, 1 gram of fat is calculated to equal 9 calories.

2400
Diet~•

.,.
N
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Conditions requiring dietary treatment
The general diet served in the hospital is for the patient who
has been placed on a nutritionally balanced dietary program with no
restrictions or modifications necessary.
Objectives

!£

be accomplished

~

the diet

To provide foods that will give the patient a nutritionally
adequate meal and aid in bringing him to a state of nutritional
efficiency.
Description of the diet
The general diet or the

fou.~tion

diet (of which most all

special diets are modifications) has the

follo~~g

Appearance

quantity
color
form
neatness
arrangement

Quality

order
temperature
flavor
texture

a.

Has
palatability
based on

characteristics:

b.

Is simple in character and preparation.

c.

Contains foods calculated to meet the reconnnended nutritional

requirements with added nutrients to afford maximum nourishment.
d.

Contains foods that roay be

easi~

digested when

proper~

prepared.
e.

Is so planned that it may be

reacii~

and easily modified to

meet the needs of most special diets.
SUggested daily meal pattern
The basic pattern meets the mini11!U!11 recommended nutritional requirements except in caloric content.

To this basic pattern is gen-

erally added , for extra caloric value and satiety, a dessert, t>ro
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servings of soup (broth base and cream base), wo servings of salads,
two to three teaspoons fat, one-half pint milk, and sweets such as
jelly and sugar.

The diet, with these additions , contains approxi-

mately 2000 calories.

The •suggested daily meal pattern• used for

almost all diets appears in the form mentioned below.

(The starred

items are the added items,)
Breakfast
Citrus fruit
',.Jhole grain or
enriched cereal
Egg
:./hole wheat or
enriched bread
Butter or rortified
margarine
Cream for cereal
l'!.ilk

*Sugar , il desired
*Jelly, il desired
*Tea or coffee, i f
desired

Dinner

Supper

*Broth
*Cream soup
Meat, poultry, fish
Heat , poultry, fish
or substitute
or substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable
Vegetable (green or
*Salad
yellow)
Fruit
*Salad
Whole wheat or
Whole wheat or
enriched bread
enriched bread
Butter or rortilied
Butter or fortilied
margarine
margarine
*Hilk
*Fruit or dessert
*Tea or corfee, i f
Milk
desired
*Tea or corfee, il
desired

Juices and carbonated drinks are dispensed from the diet kitchen
to the floors three times daily.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content or any or the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.
Breaklast
Suggested daily :neal pattern
Citrus fruit (one serving daily)
Whole grain or enriched cereal
Egg
Whole wheat or enriched bread
Butter or rortified margarine
Cream for cereal
Milk , whole
Coi'ree or tea, il desired

Sample menus

Portion

Orange juice
Germade
sort cooked egg
Whole wheat bread
Butter
Light cream
Whole milk

Iz cup
cup
1 egg
1 slice
1 teasp.
2 oz.

t

pint
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Dinner
Suegested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Soup

Clear broth

!

Roast beef

2 oz.

Baked potato
Steamed carrots
Lettuce with
French dressing
'tlhole wheat bread
.Butter
Canned peaches
Whole milk

1 medium
} cup

Lean meat, poultry, fish, or
substitute (Include 4 oz.
daily; liver included at
least once a week)
Potato or substitute
Vegetable (green or yellow)
Salad
Bread, whole wheat or enriched
&ltter or fortified margarine
Fruit
Milk, >:hole
Tea or coffee, i f desired

cup

1 salad
1 slice

2 teasps.
2 halves
} pint

Supper
Cream soup
Lean meat, poultry, fish, or
substitute (Include 4 oz.
or equivalent daily)
Vegetable
Salad
Fruit or dessert
Dread , whole wheat or enriched
Butter or fortified ~~rgarine
:·:ilk, whole
Tea or coffee, i f desired

Table 4.

Cream of potato soup

~ cup

Cottage cheese

t

Green beans
Sliced tomato and
cucumber with
mayonnaise
Ice cream
•. fuole -.meat muf:fin
Butter
;./hole milk

~- cup

1 salad
cup
1 muffin
1 teasp.

t

} pint

Foods included in the general diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Cereal or bread

atttel"!!lilk, milk , milk drinks
weak tea, weak cof:fee (>rhole
milk daily, 1 pint)
Any bread , with emphasis on
enriched whole wheat bread
or cereal
Any , i n moderation

De sserts
Fat
Fruit

cup

Arry
Arry

fruit, including one citrus
fruit daily and one other

Foods omitted
none

none
none
none

none
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Table 4. (Continued)

Type of .rood

Foods included or substitutions

Meat or
substitute
Potatoes or
substitute
Vegetables

Arry, including 2 servings or
4 oz. meat daily
Aey, including potatoes, macaroni
noodles, spaghetti, and rice
All vegetables, including one
yellow or green leafy daily
Salt and spices, herbs, olives,
pickles, popcorn, relishes,
vinegar, gravy, and white sauce,
all in moderation

Niscellaneous

Foods omitted
none
none
none

none

lb:iif'ications of the General Diet
As stated in the objectives of the general diet, the aim of the
normal dietary regimen is to bring the patient to a state of nutritive
efficiency.

It is only logical to assume , therefore , that the thera-

peutic diet will be planned to meet or exceed the requisites of the
normal diet ,

With tbis principle in mind , the therapeutic diet then

becomes an adaptation of the normal or general diet which may be
modified in the following ways:
1.

Nutritive constituents
a.

The nutritive constituents include the protein , fat,

carbohydrate, mineral, and vitamin content of the diet.

Each constit-

uent or combination of constituents may be increased or decreased as
the treatment of the specific disease requires,
b.

Other constituents as sodium and cholesterol are factors

to be considered in the management of some diseases.
2. Caloric value
The caloric value is the total of the calories found in the
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carbohydrate, protein, and fat content of the diet.

The foods high

in caloric value are primarily concentrated carbohydrates or desserts
and roods high in rat.

J.

Consistency
The consistency of the diet is characterized by the texture

of the food.

It may be modified either by reducing the indigestible

carbohydrate such as that .found in some raw vegetables and f"ruits; or
removing or changing the character of the muscle fibers and the connective tissues of meat.
4.

Flavor
Flavor is perhaps one of the most important !"actors that

enters into the palatability of I"ood.

Foods are usually described as

being either bland or strong flavored.

Points to be taken into con-

sideration about flavor are:
a.

Some foods seem to stimulate the flow of gastric juices

more than others.

Such foods are broth of meat or the meat itself and

citrus .fruits and juices.
b.

Foods are spoken of as highly seasoned foods when spices

or condiments are added and alter the flavor of the foods.
c.

Strongly flavored vegetables are

~~ose

vegetable s that

contain a sulphur compound either those of the cabbage family or those
of the onion family.

These vegetables are commonly called "gas-forming"

vegetables.

5.

Techniques of service
Techniques of service may include the following variations:
a.

Size of portion

b.

Frequency of food service

c.

Alterations in either the weight or measure of

po~on
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served.

6.

Techniques of preparation
The preparation of foods MaY vary to meet certain dietary

demands such as:
a.

A restriction of fried foods

b.

Eges used in the raw form instead of cooked

c.

Skins and seeds of fruits and vegetables removed and

either pureed or seived
d.

Pnreeing or grinding the meat.

Clear liquid diet
Composition.

The nutritive content of the clear liquid diet in-

cludes practically no protein, minerals, and vitamins unless it is
reinforced with additives.
Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

A clear liquid diet is

prescribed for patients having the following conditions:
infections which are characterized

(1) acute

qy nausea, abdominal cramps, or

diarrhea ; {2) a low tolerance for any food; (J) follmting surgery;
and {4) when they cannot S'.iallow anything except clear liquids.
Oblectives

.!£ be accomplished

has the following objectives :

£y_

~

diet.

The clear liquid diet

(1) to relieve thirst and supply fluids

to the body, (2) to aid in the relief of gas , and {J) to be used for
a short duration until more foods can be tolerated,
Description of diet.
characteristics:

The clear liquid diet has the following

{1) limited to liquids having no residue, (2) con-

tains little nutritional value, therefore it should only be used for
24 to 48 hours without added medications, and (3) liquids included
should be well accepted and tolerated

qy the individual patient.
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diet.

Both the caloric and the nutritional content of

the components may vary to meet

~~e

needs of the individual patient.

A routine diet order is given belmo;.
Breakf"ast
Sample menus

Portion

Bland juice (peach or pear for
surgical patients) or
Citrus juice (for other patients
when tolerated)
Green or black tea
Sugar

4 oz.
4 oz.
1 pot
as desired

Dinner
Clear broth , fat free
Clear gelatin
Green or black tea
Sugar

4 oz .
4 oz.
1 pot
as desired

Supper
Clear
Clear
Bland
Green
Sugar

broth, fat free
gelatin
juice (peach or pear)
or black tea

4 oz.
4 oz.
4 oz.
1 pot

as desired

Surgical patients are not served fruit juices until the second day
:following surgery when only peach or pear juice is included until a
soft diet is tolerated.
Nourishments of carbonated beverages and juices are dispensed
from the diet kitchen on the floor three times daily.
Table

5. Foods included, substituted, or omitted in the clear liquid
diet

TYPe or food

Foods included or substitutions

Foods omitted

Beverages

Carbonated beverages , coffee, tea,
cereal beverage (if ordered
special)

Milk and

milk drinks
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Table

5.

(continued)

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Dessert

Plain gelatin desserts, ices
without milk
Strained fruit juices as tolerated
Egg albumin, when ordered special
qy the physician
Bouillon or broth
Vegetable juices, when ordered
special by the physician
Honey, sugar, plain sugar candy
Salt

Fruit
Meat
Soup
Vegetables
SWeets
Miscellaneous

Composition.

Foods omitted
all others
all others
all others
all others

all others
all others
all others

The nutritive content of the full liquid diet may

vary considerably depending upon the purpose of the diet and the
patient ' s tolerance of food,

The routine full liquid diet provides

1200 calories and contaiQS approximately 45 grams of protein, ll5
grams of carbohydrate, and 60 grams of fat.

The diet is deficient in

vitamins and minerals.
Conditions reguiring

~treatment.

The indications for the

full liquid diet are the same as for the clear liquid diet blt that
the patient on full liquid diet can tolerate all prescribed liquids,
It is also used for surgery in bridging the gap between the clear
liquid and the soft diet .
Objectives

!:£

~

accomplished £:[ the diet,

has the following objectives to be accomplished:

The full liquid diet
(1) to supply foods

easily digested and well tolerated, (2) to bridge the gap between the
clear liquid diet and soft diet, and
no mastication.

(3) to provide foods that require
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Description or ~ diet.

The 1ull liquid diet is a dietary

allowance consisting of" 1oods that are liquid or that liquliy at body
temperature .

This diet is a modliication of the general diet dili"er-

ing in consistency, nutritive constituents, and in preparation.
Actual diet.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content of" any

of the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.
A routine 1ull liquid diet is given belot<,
Breakfast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Citrus fruit juice or bland
juice

Peach juice or orange
juice when well
tolerated
Rei"ined Crea'!l of
'..!heat gruel
WhoJ.emilk
Sugar

Cereal
Milk
Sugar, li desired
Tea or co11ee, li desired

Portion

t

cup

i
t

cup
pint

2 teasps.

Dinner
Clear soup
Dessert
Hilk
Juice, li desired
Co11ee or tea, li desired

Clear broth
Vanilla ice cream
'd hole milk

tz cup
cup

t

pint

Supper
Cream soup
Dessert
Hilk
Tea or coi"fee, i l desired

Cream of" pea soup
sort custard
Hhole milk

,_cup
cup
pint

f

t

Nourishments of carbonated beverages and juices are dispensed
from the diet kitchen on the floors three times daily.
Extra feedings are provided li the patient is tc remain on the
diet more than 24 tc 48 hours.
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Table 6.

Foods included, substituted, or omitted in the full liquid
diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Beverages

Carbonated beverages, coffee, Milk ,
milk drilL~s, tea, (cereal
beverage if ordered special by
physician)
Cream of ·, /heat, farina, or
strained oatmeal gruel
Thin custards , plain gelatin
desserts , plain ice cream,
sherbet, thin plain blanc manges ,
rice puddings, tapioca pudding
Butter, cream, fortified
margarine
Strained fruit juices or nectars
Raw eggs in beverages or cooked
eggs in custards and puddings

Cereal
Dessert

Fat
Fruit
Meat, egg, or
cheese

Foods oml.tted

none

all others

all others

all others
all others
Cheese, meat,
fish , fowl,
or eggs in

None except strained in soup

Potato or
substitute
Soup
Vegetables

Broth. strained cream soup
Tomato juice, zeived vegetables
in soup
Honey, su gcr, salt, very mild
flavorings and seasonings

Miscellaneous

Composition.
as follows:

any other
fonn
all others
all others

all others
all others

The nutritive content of the high protein diet is

carbohydrate and fat content the same as the general diet

with the protein increased one and one-half to two times, or include
llO grams.

The diet may vary 10 percent in either direction.

Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

A high protein diet is

prescribed when treating the following conditions:

(1) injury , (2)

burns, (J) hyperthyroidism , (4) before and after surgery , and (5 )
where

~here

has been a protein deficiency.

JS
Objectives to be accomplished E:t_ the

~·

The high protein diet

is a modif'ication of the general diet with added foods of high protei.n
valUB such as, milk, meat, fish, poultry, eggs, and cheese,
Actual diet.

Rei'er to the meal pattern established for the

general diet (see page 26) and add dail~ the follow-ing protein foods
or their equivalents:

one-half pint milk, 2 ounces meat, fish, poul-

try, or substitue, and one egg.
Diabetic diet
Composition.

The nutritive content of the diabetic diet varies

according to a specif'ic diet prescription.
fat, and

carbo~te

The proportion of protein ,

content is ordinarily al:out 2 grams carl:oeydrate

to 1 gram of protein and 1 gram of fat.

The caloric content lllllst be

sufficient for age, sex, activity, and growth requirements (see allowances recommended by the National Research Council, page 2J),

The

peysician detenttines t.!)e prescription.
Condition requiring dietary treatment,

A diabetic diet is pre-

scribed for patients who pave a condition called diabetes mellitus
which usually is a hereditary disorder characterized by the presence
of dextrose in the urine and persistent hyperglycemia,

There is par-

tial or complete inability on the part of the body to utilize carbohydrates due to the inadequate production of insulin by the pancreas ,
The carboeydrate not utilized accullllllates in the blood stream and is
excreted as sugar or dextrose in the urine,
Objectives to be accomplished E:t_ the diet,

The object of the

diabetic diet is (1) to protect the patient's pancreas, to spare the
pancreatic insulin; (2) to balance the food intake with recollllll8nded
insulin dosage; and {J) to insure satisfactory nutrition.
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Description 2[ the ~·

There is great variation from day to

day in bodily requirements and utilization of foods which is dependent
on such factors as activity, emotional status , and insulin dosage.
differences in bodily needs far exceed differences in food composition
(Turner 1952).
The diabetic diet is a modification of the general diet.

Signif-

icant facts about the diet are as follows:
The caloric content is determined qy the ideal weight of the

1.
patient.
2.

Vitamins and minerals are supplied in generous amounts .

J.

The carbohydrate content is usually less than that of the

normal diet (primarily the result of elL~inating concentrated sweets
and pastries).

Carbohydrates should provide approximately 30-4<> per-

cent of total calories.
4.

The protein and the fat content is higher than the normal

diet.
a.

The protein should provide approximately 15-20 percent

of total calories.
b.

The fat content should provide 40-50 percent of total

calories.

5.

The diet prescribed should be one that is completely and nor-

mally utilized through the action of endogenous and administered
insulin.
6.

A nourishment at bedtime is recommended of about one-seventh

of the day 's carbohydrate allowance (slowly assimalated carbohydrate)
when protomine insulin is used.

7. An afternoon lunch which contains about one-seventh of the
day's carbohydrate allowance is recommended when globin insulin is used.
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8.

The diet may be adapted to the exchange method as provided

for in the booklet !18al

Planning~

Exchange Lists, prepared qy

Committee of the American Diabetes Association,

~

al. (1950).

The

calculation of the diet is made and followed until the diet is well
understood and the interrelationship of food and insulin well established.
Suggested compositions of meal plans for diabetic diets are recommended for the doctor 's u se
as shown in table 7.

qy

the American Dietitic Association

The se patterns are to be used as suggestive

guides only, because each patient should be treated individually.
dietitian is resp0ns lble for

ar~ xoging

The

the food pattern so that the

food offered will have act ual acceptance if the diet is to be practical.

Table 7.

Suggested compositions of meal plans for the diabetic diet

CarboDiet hydrate

Protein Fat

Calcries

~-

~-

1
2
3

125
150
180

60
70
80

50
70
80

1200
1500
1800

4
5*
6•

220
100
250

90
80
100

100
80
130

2200
1800
2600

lit!!!•

distribution
Supper Bedtime
b!!!·
E2!!·
~-

Carboh~ate

Breakfast
~-

25
25
40

40

37
52

Dinner

37
52
52

32
47
47

27
27
42

67
52
77

72
59
74

42
27
42

These diets contain more milk and are especially recommended for
children. The diet plans which correspond with these meal plans
are not included here because they are primarily for the doctor• s
use.

Form No. 1 has been developed to adapt the diabetic exchange
lists in a specific calculated arrangement.

The carbohydrate, protein,

fat, and caloric content of the exchanges have been indicated so that
the meal plan including the breakfast, dinner, and suppe r can readily

J8
be worked out when the total diet prescription has been determined,
A sample of a 1500 calorie diet has been planned

wi ~~

a composition

carbohydrate 150 grams , protein 70 grams, and fat 70 grams.

Form llo. l.

Diabetic meal plan, total daily composition

Carbohydrate_liQ__ Protein_JQ__ Fat_JQ__ Total Calories

1500

Bed

Kind of Food

Exchange

Din.
Sup.
ti:ne
No. of No. of No. of No. o
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Brf.

Milk Exch.

List l
Veg. Exch.
•A• List 2a

l
l

El?l"S

l

2
(cuos

l

2

l

Per Total Exchanrres
Car. Pro. Fat Calories
l2

24

8

16

l

10
20

2

l

1

1

4

l

40
2

15

l
l

l

l

45
3
tslicesl
1~
l

l

l

15

6
2

70

2

70

3 oz.

l
(each

l
1

1oz.0~)

l

l

35

25

7

3
(tso.

5
5

375
75
45

15

1'35

5

45

l

l

75

5

7

2 oz.

170

140

35 35
40
160
70
210

2

7

10

Etc.
Meat Exch.
List 5
Meat, fish,
fowl
Fat Exch.
List 6
Butter
Bacon
l'.avonnaise

Ex.

7

•a•

List 2b
Fruit Exch.
List 1
Bread Exch.
List 4
Bread
Cereal
Potatoes,
Macaroni,

Total

Date

Patient

Age

Address

·tleight
I deal (Joight

Dietitian
Doctor

Occupation

Height
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Actual diet,
Breakfast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Exchange
Li.st No.

Sample menus

Portion

J

Orange juice

t

4

Germade
Poached egg

} oup
1 egg

Citrus .rruit, unsweetened
Cereal, whole grain or
enriched
Egg
Bread, whole wheat or
enriched
Butter or forti.ried margarine

4
6

Milk

1

5

oup

hole wheat bread 1 slice
Butter
1 teasp.
\-/hole mUk
t pint
\1

Dinner
Broth
Meat (lean), poultry,
fish, or substitute
Potato or substitute
Vegetable, green or yellow
Vegetable salad

za

Bread, whole wheat or
enriched

4

lhtter or fortiried margarine
and substitute

6
6

Broth

!

cup

3 oz.

Roast beef
Baked potato
Stea-'liEKi carrots
Lettuce and
tomato
None, unless
exchanged for
potato
Butter
l1ayonnaise
for salad
Fresh neach
Tea or- corree

1 teasp.
1 medium
1 pot

Clear broth

t

5

Cottage cheese
Green beans

t

Salad

J

Bread, enriched or
whole grain
Butter or rortiried margarine

4

Citrus fruit
salad
iihole wheat
muffin
Butter
Whole milk

Fruit, unsweetened
Beverage, 1r desired

5

4
zb

J

1 small
cup
cup
or more

_i

t2

1 teasp.

Supper
Soup
Lean meat , poultry, or
substitute
Vegetable

Milk

za

6
l

cup

' cup
cup
or more
1 rruit or
e quivalent
1 muffin
1 teasp.
.t pint

A. nourishment at bedtime or an afternoon lunch is provided for

in the diet plan consisting or:
Fruit
Bread exchange

3
4

Apple
Graham crackers

1 small
2 crackers
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The exchange lists are taken from the booklet, Meal Planning
~Exchange

Lists,

The booklet is prepared by the Committee of

the American Diabetes Association, ~ al. (1950),

Diabetic exchange list No. l.

~;ilk

exchange

One exchange of milk cont ains 12 grams carbohydrate, 8 grams protein,
10 grams fat, and 170 calories.
Type of milk

Amount to use

'. /hole milk (plain or homogenized) • • • •
Skim milk• • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Evaporated milk • • • • • • • • •
Powdered whole milk . • • • . • .
Powdered skim milk (non-fat d ried milk)
~ttermilk (made from whole milk) •
Fbttermilk (made from skim milk•) • . .

l cup
l cup
t cup
~cup

t

cup
l cup
l cup

Skim milk and t:uttermilk made from ski:n milk have the same food
values as whole milk except they contain less fat, Add two fat
exchanges to your mea l when you u se one cup of skim milk or
t:uttermilk made from skim milk,
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Diabetic exchange list No. za.

Vegetable exchange

Contain little carbohydrate, protein , or calories.
You 1113\Y eat as much or these vegetables raw as you wish, except

tomatoes.• I~ these vegetables are cooked you can use as much as one
cup at a time. 'tlhen you want more, you can u se another cup o~ these
in exchange ~or a list "B" vegetable.
Greens (cont.)

Asparagus
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage

Kale

Hustard
Spinach
Turnip greens
Lettuce

Cau~lower

Celery
Chicory
Cucumbers
Escarole
Eggplant
Greens
Beet greens
Chard
Collard
Dandelion

•

~shrooms

Okra
Pepper
Radishes
Sauerkraut
String beans, young
Sunlner squash
Tomatoes•
Watercress

Limit tomatoe s to one tomato or one-h~ cup tomato juice at a
meal.
These vegetables contain a lot of vitamin A.

Diabetic exchange list No. zb.

Vegetable exchange

Contain 7 grams carbohydrate, 2 grams protein, and 35 calories.
You 1113\Y use these vegetables raw or cooked.

One-hall cup equals one exchange
Beets
*Carrots
Onions
Peas, green

•

These vegetables contain a lot

Pumpkin
Rutabagas
*Squash, winter
Turnips
o~

vitamin A.
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J.

Diabetic exchange list No.

Fruit exchange

One fruit exchange contains 10 grams carbohydrate and 40 calories.

1 rruit exchange

1 fruit exchange

Apple (2" diameter) • • . • • • l
Applesauce • • • • • • •
~ cup
Apricots, fresh • • • • 2 medium
Apricots, dried • • • • 4 halves
Banana • • •
small
Blackberries • • • • . •
1 cup
*Strawberries • • • . • .
1 cup
Blueberries • • • • • • • • 1 cup
*Cantaloupe (6• diameter). •
• f
Cherries • • • • • • • • 10 large
Dates
•• 2
Figs, fresh • • • • • • • 2 large
Figs, dried • • • • • • • J,_ small
*Grapefruit
t small
*Grapefruit juice • • • • • ~ cup

Grapes • • • . •
• •• 12
Grape juice • • • • • • • • f cup
Honeydew melon • • • • l/8 medium
}Iango • • • • • • . . • • } small
*Orange
1 small
•orange juice • • • • . . •
cup
Papaya • • • • • . • • 1/J medium
Peach • • • • • . • • • 1 medium
Pear • • • . • • . • • • 1 small
Pineapple
• • } cup
Pineapple juice
. 1/J cup
Plums •
2 medium
Prunes, dried
2 medium
Raisins • • •
2 tablesps.
*Tangerine • •
. 1 large
Watermelon • • •
1 cup

t

t

These fruits are rich sources of vitamin C, try to use one each day.

Diabetic exchange list No. 4.

One bread exchan;ze contains

Bread exchange

15 grams carbohydrate, 2 grams protein ,

and 70 calories.
l

bread exchange

Bread •• • • • • • • • • l slice
Biscuit, roll (2" diameter) • l
MUffin (2• diameter) • • • • l
Cornbread (li" cube) • • . • 1
Cereals, cooked • • • • • • t cup
Dry, flake, and purr • J/4 cup
Rice, grits, cooked • . •
cup
Spa~etti , noodles
i cup
llacaroni • • • • • • • • • 2 cup
Crackers
Graham (2}" square) • • • • • 2
Oyster ( t cup) • . • • . . • 20
Saltines (2" square) • • • • 5
Soda (2t• square) • • • . • • J
Round, thin (1~· diameter) • 6

f

l

bread exchange

2t

Flour • • •
tablesps.
Vegetables
Beans and peas, dried •• t cup
Baked beans, no perk • • f cup
Corn • • • • • • • • • 1/J cup
Popcorn • • • • • • • • • 1 cup
Parsnips • • • • • • • 2/J cup
Potatoes
White • • . •
l small
White, mashed
cup
Sweet or yams
f cup
Sponr.; cake, plain
.
(1," cube ) • . • • • • • • • 1
Ice cream (omit two
fat exchanges • • • . • • t cup

t

4J

Diabetic exchange list No.

5.

Meat exchange

One meat exchange contains 7 gr ams p rotein,

75

5

grams fat, and

ca~ories.

l meat exchange

l meat exchange

Me a t and poultry (medium fat)
Beef', 4mb, pork • •
1 ounce
Chicken, liver • • •
1 ounce
Cold cuts (4f• x 1/8•)
Salami, minced ham •
1 slice
Bologna , liveiVUrs t •• l slice
luncheon loaf • • • • • 1 sl ice
Frankfurter (8-9 per l b . )
l
. . 1
Egg • • • • • • • • • • •

Fish
Ha ddock • • • • • • • • 1 ounce
Salmon, tuna • • • • • • t cup
Crab , lobster • • • • • . ~ cup
Shrimp, c lams , Oysters 5 small
Sardine s • •
J medium
Cheese
Cheddar type
1 ounce
Cottage • •
• k- cup
•Peanut butter • • • • 2 tablesps.

L1mit peanut better to one exchange a day unless the carboeydrate
in it is allowed for in your meal plan.

Diabetic exchange list No . 6.

Fat exchange

One fat exchange contains 5 grams of i'at and

45 calories,
1 fat exchange

1 fat exchange
Butter or margarine • • 1 teasp .
Bac on , c risp
1 slice
Cream , light
2 tablesps.
Cream, heavy
• 1 tablesp .
Cream cheese • • . • . 1 tablesp .
~vocado (4• diameter) • • • . ~/8

French dre ssing •
I"JS.yonnaise • •
Oil or cookin £ fa t
Nuts •
Olives

1 tablesp .
1 teasp.
1 teasp .
6 small
5 small
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abide

qy
1.

principles for the diabetic.

The diabetic patient must

certain rules concerning the following items:
Measuring foods
Foods should be measured with standard measuring cup or

standard measuring teaspoon or tablespoon or ruler until you can guess
the amounts accurately.
2.

An occasional check thereafter is recommended.

Su gar
No sugar is to be used on the foods or in cooking; no honey,

molasses, syrup , jelly, jam, pies , cakes, cookies. "soft• drinks, or
condensed milk.

Saccharin or sucaryl may be substituted and used for

sweetening purposes.

J.

Fat
The fat allowed is to cover both that used in cooking and at

the table.

All visible fat should be removed after the meats are

cooked.
4.

Family food pattern
The basis of the diabetic diet is a general diet, so i f the

foods are prepared plain and simple , the diabetic may eat the same
foods as the rest of the family in stipulated amounts , except for
sweetened desserts, pastries , and foods high in fat content.

5. Special diatetic foods
The foods as advertised and sold especially for diabetics
should be used with discretion and only when the dietitian or doctor
approves them.

6.

Exercise
Before unusual exercise is undertaken , such as a game of

tennis, an extra glass of milk , fruit, or small sandwich should be
included in the day ' s dietary; or a cube of sugar should be taken

before and after the exercise,

This extra exercise

lo~ers

the sugar

in the blood.
7•

Alcohol
'.J:I.ne , beer, and alcoholic drinks should be ta!<en only by the

permission of the physician.
8.

Insu lin reaction
':/hen sympto!ls of insulin reaction appear , such as hunger,

trembling , sweating , nervousness , headache , nausea , drowsinoss , and

sick feeling , it is suggested to take two lumps of
Saver mints or a glass of orange j uice and ,

~ugar

i~ ~ptons

or six Life
persist , call

your physician .
Nodified fat and cholesterol diet
Composition.

The nutritive content of the modified fat and

cholesterol diet aff ords approxLmately 1700 calories and contains 75
grams protein, 55-65 grams fat , and 210 grams carbohydrate.

The

cholesterol content is Jll mgs ., the uns,turated fatty acids, 42.2
grams , and the saturated fatty acids , 23.'• grams.

(The normal diet

contains approximately 1600 mgs . of cholesterol . )

This diet may vary

10 percent .

Conditions reguirinp; dieury

~'!!,·

Atherosclerosis and

related conditions requ ire the modified fat and cholesterol diet.
Restricted fats and a low cholesterol content in the diet are contributory factors concerned in the physical , chemical , and physioloeical
processes that

promot~

the conditions.

Objectives to be accomplished £[

~

d iet.

The modified fat and

cholester ol diet he lps to (l) lower the serum cholesterol l:r,; t!le
exclusion of foods hig!1 in fat and by increasing fats hifh in unsaturated fatty 3cids and decreasLng fats hig.1 in satu rated fatty
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acids; and (2) establish a nutritionally balanced diet.
Description of diet.

The modified fat and cholesterol diet is

based on the general diet and modified in fat content, consistency,
and preparation as prescribed by the physician.

The diet should pro-

vide adequate nutrients.
Actual diet.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content of any

or the components may vary to meet the patients individual

need~.

Breakfast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit

Orange juice
Germade
(2 whole eggs ;;eakly)
Enriched bread
Eu t ter (blended 2 : 1
with corn oil)
Skim milk
Jelly

.!.

·lhole grain or enriched cereal
:Egg (Only 2 whole eggs weekly)
Bread, t•hole wheat or enriched
Butter blended 2:1 with corn oil

!Milk
.Jelly

cup

~cup

1!

slices

2 teasps.

6 oz.
2 teasps.

Dinner
Broth
'Meat, poultry, or fish
4t oz. serving lean daily
P6tato or substitute
'Vegetable (green or yellm;)
'Vegetable, raw
(if well tolerated)
dhole wheat or enriched bread
'Butter or substitute blended
2 :1 with corn oil
•:rruit
ll:ilk, skim

Broth

j cup

Roast beef
Baked potato
Steamed carrots
Lettuce wedge with
French dressing
;./hole wheat or
enriched bread
Butter (blended 2:1
with corn oil)

2t

Peaches
Skim milk

oz.
1 medium
t cup
1 teasp.

1!

slices
2 teasps.
(1 for
vegetable)
2 halves
6 oz.

Supper
Meat, poultry, or fish (lean)
'Vegetable
'Fruit or dessert
' Bread, whole wheat or enriched
' Butter substitute 2:1 corn oil
!}!ilk, skim
:Beverage, if desired

Sliced ham
Asparagus
Fresh cantaloupe
Enriched bread
Butter substitute
Skim milk
Tea or coffee

2 oz.
r.l portion
cup

2 slices

3 teasps.
6 oz.
1 pot
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Omitting egg yolk in this diet

~ill

decrease the cholesterol to

127 mgs.

Eight teaspoons of fat are inc luded in this diet .

Table 8.

Foods included , substituted, or omitted in the modified fat
and cholesterol diet

Type of food

Beverages
Hilk
Cereal or
bread
Desserts

Fats

Fruit

Foods included or substitutions
Tea or coffee
Skim milk or commercial but tarmilk made from skim milk
Nhole grain or enriched white
bread, any whole grain or
refined cereal
~leringues , cornstarch pudd ing ,
junket or tapioca made with
skim milk, whips made with
gelatin, sugar , and e gg white.
Cookies made with allo>red fat
and e gg yolk as permitted in
diet.
Butter, ve getable and nut oils
as salad oil, olive oil,
small amounts of peanut
butter , not to exceed amounts
a llowed in the diet
Fruit juice, fresh, stewed, or

Food s omitted

none
"dhole milk
none
Any food using excess
fat or excess
caloric content,
ice cream

Cream, butter only as
permitted, lard,
&..riftning, suet.
bacon
none

canned

Eeat or
substitute

Lean beef, veal, lamb , very
l ean pork, poultry , fish .
Neats should be baked,

broiled , roasted, or ste~ed ,
but not fried. Fat should be
cut off before cooking . Use
only e gg whites. Yolks may be
eaten t wice a week.
Potatoes or
substitute
Vegetables

Hiscellaneous

Potatoes , macaroni, s paghetti
Canned, frozen, or fresh vegetables may be u sed.
Vegetables should be cooked
in clear salted water and
seasoned with fat allowed in
the diet.
Gandy , jelly , jam, preserve s ,
syrup , sugar , honey, ~olasse s

Glandular or gans as
liver, brains ,
kidney , sweetbreads,
fat meats , sausage,
egg yolks only as
permitted, oysters ,
caviar or roe , cra b ,
shrimp, clams.
Cheddar cheese and
cream cheese
Potato chips, any
noodles
none

Gravies and cream
sauces

Table 9.

Composition fibUres for some f at-containing foods*

Food

Portion

Calories

Protein
fP!S,

Fat
Animal Vegetable
gr'lS ,
mgs .

Cholesterol

mcs.

Fatt;i': Acids
Total
Total
Satu- Unsaturated
r ated

Essential
Fatt;i': Acids
Linoleic
Linolenic
Arachidonic

gms ,

gms .

gms .

Bread !!roducts
Bread, white
Waffle (made with
hydrogenated

l slice

61

1.8

0.7

0,2

o. e

0.27

0.53

0,16

246

6. 6

3.7

9.4

128. 3

3. 31

9. 05

1.19

ve~table

shortening)

1 serving

Dair;y Products
Cheese
Cheddar
Cottage, skim
Cream

Cream
Light , zof,
'Ieavy , whipped
:>.<eetened

113
27
106

7.1
5. 5
2. 6

9.1
0.1
10. 5

31.5

5. 33

J . 27

0, 22

36.J

6. 04

3. 94

0.52

2 Tbsp.

61

0. 9

6,0

20 . 8

3. 1>5

2. 25

0.)1

1 Tbsp.

52

O, J

5.2

1£ . 0

2. 99

1.95

0.26

87
166

8. 6
8. 5

0.7
32.9

o.n

9. 5

5. 24

0.08
3. 79

0.01
0.59

13

0. 9

0. 5

1.7

0.28

0. 20

0. 03

1 cu. in.
1 Tbsr.
2 Tbsp.

Milk

Nonfat (skim)
·:/hole
Yogurt (from
whole milk)

•

~

1 cup
1 cup
1 Tbsp.

0 .. 2

O. J

.

Table arranged Qy Hayes and Rose (1957) ie used in constructing tne modified fat and cholesterol diet •

&;

Table 9. (Continued )

Food

Portion

Calories

Protein
~"·

Essential
Acids
Fat:!:;z Acids
Total
Linoleic
UnsatuLinolenic
rated
Arachidonic

Cholesterol

Fatt;z
Total
Satu.rated

mgs .

gms.

~s.

~·

151.7
)0. 8

2.76
4.91

2. 95
3.55

0.8)
0.56

14.2
1.6.0

2.)6
2.93

1. 54
5.4)

0.20
0, 8)

2.40
0.74

9.48
).15

0.57
0.25

).58

9.65

7.16

3.5

0.52

2. 84

O,JJ

14.0
14,0
14,0
14.0
14 .0

1.56
3. 59

ll.74
9.71
11.37
10.64
ll.6J

5. 6)
7.25
l.JJ
J.64
7. 71

Fat
Animal Ve getable
mgs.
~s .
Desserts

Custard , baked
Ice cream, vanilla

ia

cup
cup

141
147

B.ltter
Bacon, cooked
Hydrogenated
vegetable
shortening
Margarine
Mayonnaise (made
with cottonseed
oil)
Olives, ripe

1 tsp,
2 slices

)6

5· 9
2.8

6. 0
8.9

4.0

4.1
8. 8

~

Vegetable oils
Corn
Cottonseed
Olive
Peanut
Soybean

1 Tbsp.
1 tsp.

97

llo
36

1 Tbsp.
124
5 large or
10 small
35
1
1
1
1
l

Tbsp.
Tbsp.
Tbsp,
Tbsp.
Tbsp.

124
124
124
124
124

12.5
4.1
0.1

0.5

0.2

13.8

10.6

2.06

2.66
1.67

-!;

Table 9. (Continued)
Acids
Total Total
Cholesterol Satu- Unsaturated
rated
Fatt;~::

Food

Portion

Calories

Protein
~·

Fat
Animal Vegetable
mgs .

~s.

mgs.

~s.

~s.

Essential
Fat:El!: Acids
Linoleic:
Linolenic:
Arachidonic
~·

Fish
Halibut
Oysters
Sal.'llon, Pacific
Shrimp, canned,
dry pack
Tuna, canned ,
drained sol.ids

1 serving
1 cup (1319 med.)
1 serving

151

22.3

6. 2

72.0

1.15

4.74

200
268

23.5
20.9

5. 0
19.8

784.0
72.0

5.96

12.85

6.58

4-6 shrimp

64

13.4

0.7

75.0

so, 1/3 cup 99

14.5

4.1

30,0

Meat and
Beef round,
medium fat
Brains, all kinds
Chicken
Breast (tnthout
bone)
Leg {without
bone)
H11111

Lamb, leg

Poult~

1 servinc;
1 serving

218
106

23.4
8. 5

13.2
7·3

150.0
2011.5

5.22

7.32

0.29

1 serving

125

28.0

0. 6

108. 0

0,18

0,39

0.20

1 serving
1 serving
1 serving

134
413
282

24.6
18.2
21.6

3.2
37.2
21.0

72.0

0.98
11.94
10.55

2.06
23 .40
9.40

1.05
2. 86
0.56

84.0

\J\
0

Table 9. (Continued)

Food

Portion

Calories

Protein
Animal
IOTlB .

Fat
Vegetable

Cholesterol

Fatty Acids
Total Total
Satu- Unsaturated
rated

Essential
Fatty Acids
Linoleic
Linolenic
Arachidonic

mgs .

gms.

rons.

p.:ms.

J.8
5·9

384.0
4)2.0

l.o4

2.57

0.93

)0,0
14.4

7.!.,0

11.00

17.50

2.40

l Gr . o

0,2)
1.25
0,60

7,/l{)
5.02
8 . ·5 )

1.54
1.72
6. 20

5.11
1.64
0.10

19.98
).58
0.86

).29
1.48
0.29

mgs.

p:ms .

Heat and Poultry
Liver
Beef
Calf
Pork, loin or
chops (without
bone)
Veal, le;r

l s erving
1 serving

163
169

2). 6

1 servin~
1 serving

355
228

19.7

22 . ~

?2 . 9

Nuts
Almonds
Peanuts, roasted
Walnuts, Enr1ish

12-15 nuts
15-17 nuts
8-15 halves

Avocado

} small
pear
1 medium
1 Tbsp.

90
84
98

2.8
4,0
2.J

8 .1

6. 6
9.7

l1iscellaneous Foods
Eggs
'tlheat germ

245
77
J6

1.7
6. 1
2.5

26.4
J40,0

5. 5
1.0

\J\
f-'
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Pregnancy and lactation diet
Composition.

The nutritive content of the diet for pregnancy and

lactation is the same as that recomnended
Council (see table 10).

Table 10.

qy

the National Research

The diet may vary 10 percent.

Nutritional essentials for pregnancy and lactation as
recommended qy the National Research Council*

Nutritional essentials

Calories
Protain (gms.)
Calcium ( gms.)
Iron (gms.)
Vitamin A (I.U.)

Normal nonp regnant women

Pregnancy
Jrd trimester

Lactation

2300

2700

JJOO

55

80

100

0.8

1.5

2

12

15

15

5000

6000

8000

Thiamine ( mcs.)

1.2

1.5

1.5

Riboflavin (mgs.)

1.4

2.0

2.5

:aacin (mgs.)

12

15

15

Vitamin .C (mgs.)

70

100

150

400

400

Vitamin D (I.U.)

These requirements are for a «oman :.reighing 55 kg. (121 lbs.)

Conditions reguiring dietary treatment.

Pregnancy and

lac~~tion

require special dietary treatment because physiological processes of a
woman's body are altered and digestion and absorption from the intestinal tract are often impaired in early pregnancy.
and demands are imposed upon the maternal organism.

Additional stress
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Objectives to be accomplished

£¥:

~

diet .

Special dietary

treatment during prenancy and lactation will (l) establish nutrition-al balance for calories, protein, and the essential food factors based
on amounts recommended qy the National Research Council; (2) adjust
caloric needs in relation to energy needs and weight gains (The average
weight gain is 24 lbs.); and (J) help to avoid complications of both
mother and child caused qy nutritional deficiencies .
Description of diet during pregnancy.

The general or normal diet

is recommended at the beginning of pregnancy.

Increased amounts of

protein, minerals , vitamins , and calories are given during the latter
half or the third trimester period as follows:
1.

Protein - 45 percent
'" hen protein requirements are met

near~

all essential food

nutrients except ascorbic acid, vitamin A, and D will be provided .

2.

Calcium - 100 percent

J.

Calories - 20-40 percent depending on daily energy require-

4.

Vitamin D- 400 I. U., this amount is included when one quart

ments

of enriched vitamin D milk is used.

5.

Riboflavin - approximate~ 40 percent.

Iodized salt should be used and the sodium content may be reduced
to 2-3 grams daily according to the physician 's recommendation.
Approximately 2000 calories of carefully selected foods are needed
to meet the daily increased nutrients other than calories,
~ ~·

and 2000 calories.

The diet as outlined below includes 85 grams protein
All the nutrients are included as recommended qy

the National Resea.rch Council.

The caloric content is increased ac-

cord ing to the energy requirement of the individual patient.

A 2- 3
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gram sodium content would include the

sa~e

foods with no additional

salt added at the table.
Both the caloric and the nutritive content of any of the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.
Breakfast
Su ggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit (2 servings daily)
Whole grain cereal or bread
Egg
Butter or fortified mar garine
Milk, whole
Coffee or tea, if desired

Orange j uice
',-/hole wheat toast
Soft cooked egg
Butter
1/hole milk

t

cup
l slice
1 egg
1 teasp.
t pint

Dinner
Lean meat, poultry , fish, or
substitute (Include 5 oz.
daily; liver included at
least once a week)
Potato or substitute
Vegetable {green or yellow)
Vegetable , raw
Bread, whole grain or enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Fruit (citrus fruit)
Milk, whole

Roast beef

J oz.

Baked potato
Steamed carrots
Lettuce with
lemon wedge
Whole wheat bread
Butter
Half a grapefruit
'N hole milk

l medium
} cup

as desired
1 slice
2 teasps.
on~ half
pint

t

SUpper
Lean meat, poultry, fish, or
substitute (5 oz. daily)
Cottage cheese
Vegetable
Green beans
Vegetable, raw
Sliced tomato
Fruit or dessert
Ice cream
Bread, enriched or whole grain
Whole ,wheat muffin
Butter or fortified margarine
Butter
'
Mi1Jc , whole
~ole milk
(One cup milk is to be included in food preparation.)
Low caloric modification.

t
t

cup

cup
as desired
} cup

1 l!IUffin
1 teasp .
t pint

:Nhen skin milk or buttermilk is used

instead of whole miLle there i s a decrease of 90 calories , or the equivalent of two fat exchanges per cup , or a total of 360 calories or
eight fat exchanges for the day ' s dietary.

The list of fat exchanges,

as listed in diabetic e.xchanae list No. 6 ( page 43) , makes i t possible
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for the patient to select the fats she prefers.

The vitamin A content

of the diet is decreased when using skim milk.

Table ll.

Foods included , substituted, or omitted in the pregnancy
and lactation diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Foods omitted

Beverages

futte:nnilk, milk, milk drinks
weak tea, weak coffee (include
l quart whole milk daily)

Cereal or
bread
Desserts

Enriched whole l<heat bread or
cereal
Any desserts in amounts according to caloric requirenents

Fat

Any

Fruit

Any fruit, including 2 citrus
fruits daLcy

!'.eat or
substitute

Broiled liver, lean chops and
steaks; roasted tender beef,
chicken, veal, lamb, and
turkey; broiled or baked
halibut and salmon; egg,
cottage cheese, cheddar cheese
(Include 5 oz. or equivalent
daily)
Boiled, baked, or mashed potatoes
macaroni , noodles , spaghetti,
and rice
All vegetables, including one
yellow or green leafy daily
Salt and spices in moderation;
vinegar; herbs except garlic;
~~eats in moderation

Carbonated or
sweetened
beverages i f
overweigl1t
Rich breads i f
ovezveight
Pantries, nuts,
and rich
desserts 1.f
OVei'\·Ieight
None , unless
ove:r'!feight
None, unless
s\feetened if
overweight
Any fatty meats,
fried meat,
fried fish,
fried eggs, ham,
or fresh pork
1.f overweight

Potatoes or
substitute
Vegetables
Hiscellaneous

Fried potatoes,
potato chips
1.f over•eight
None
Alcohol (gravies ,
olives . and nuts
1.f overweight)
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Dietary modifications lg combating hYperememis gravadarun 2£ ~

"!!!2 diet •
Comoosition.

The nutritive content of the "dry diet• may vary

greatly, depending upon the individual patient ' s tolerance of food.
Conditions reauiring ~ treatment.

The "dry diet• is

usually prescribed for patlents who have persistent nausea and vomiting during the first r"'" months or pregnancy.
Objectives to be accomplished

£l

the diet .

The objectives of the

dry diet are as rollows :
l.

To provide foods to meet the patient •s tolerance. Yarying in

size of servings and quantity of the meal, with frequent feedings.
2.

To cater to the likes and dis likes of the patient as far as

reasonable.

J.

To provide a few selected roods and to gradually add more

until the patient tolerates a general diet for pregnancy.
Description of ~ diet .
one of the basic diets.

This diet is not patterned after any

It includes foods high in carbohydrates.

The

following principles of the selection and serving of foods should be
considered in the use of the diet:
l.

Frequent feedinfs of dry foods are best tolerated.

2.

Fluids should be taken about an hour before and after the

J.

Foods high in fat content should be restricted.

4.

Foods such as salty pickles, celery, tomatoes, and saltL1es

meal .

are generally tolerated.

5·

The normal pregnancy diet should be resumed as soon as

possible or a vitamin supplement should be given.
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Actual die t .

Both t he caloric and the nutritive content of any

of t he components of the diet may be altered to meet the needs of the
individual patient.

On a:<akening
Su gges ted daily meal pattern
Bread or cereal

Sample menus

Portion

Dry toast or crackers

2-4
crackers

Breakfast
Citrus fruit
Cereal
Egg (if tolerated)
Bread , dry
~~ for cereal, skL~
Jelly or jam
Beverage
Sugar for cereal

Grapefruit
Germade
Soft cooked egg
Enriched white toast
Skim milk
Jelly
Tea or coffee ,
1f desired
Sugar

one-half
cup
1 e gg
l slice
1/J cup
2 teasps .
l pot

t

2 teasps .

10: 00 a. m.

Bread, dry
Jelly, 1f desired

Dry toast
Jelly

l slice
2 teasps.

Dinner
Meat, poul try, or fish (lean)
Pot atoes or substitute
Vegetable (green or yellow)
Bread, dry (enriched)
Jelly or jam
Fruit or de ssert

Roast beef
Steamed potato
Diced carrots
Enriched white toa st

t

Jel~

2 teasps.

Jello or
canned peaches ,
no juice

2 oz.

cup
' cup

1 s lice

4 oz.
1 !ll&dium

):00 a . m.
B1~ad

with meat or substitute

Hard cooked egg
sandwich

l sandwich

Supper
Meat or substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit or dessert
Bread , dry
Je~ or jam

Cottage cheese
(fat free)
Noodles
Steamed spinach
Orange sherbet
Enriched white toast
Jam

t

cup

cup
cup
z cup
l slice
2 teasps.

t
t
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8:00 p . 'D.
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Cereal or bread
Jelly or jam

Toast
Jelly

2 slices
2 teasps.

Table 12.

Foods included, substituted , or omitted in the "dry diet•

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Beverages•

None at mealtime with the
exception of breakfast
Cereal or bread Enriched bread
Desserts
Custards, plain sherbet, gelatin ,
rice puddings, plain tapioca
pudding , rennet desserts , plain
suear cookies , sponge cake ,
angel food cake, fruit whips
Fat
None in severe complications
:<'ruit
All fruits without juice
Heat or
substitute

Potatoes or
substitute
Vegetables
Xisce ll;meous

Any except those omitted

Potatoes , macaroni , moodlcs ,
spaghetti, and rice

Any
Herbs , uns alted nuts in
noderation , salt only as a
palatable seasoning, s pices
w!'li te sauce

Foods omit ted
All , except
between meals
Rich breads
Pastries or
rich desserts

Excess amounts

Fruit juice ,
except between
meals
Any fatty meats;
fried meat ,
fish , and eggs;
ham or fresh
pork
Fried potatoes ,
potato c hips
Vegetable juice ,
except between
meals
Alcohol , salty
foods unless
well tolerated

Frequently carbonated beverages are tolerated better than water,
Other liquids may be included if they agree with the patient.

Dietary modification for preeclampsia
Composition.

The basis for the preeclampsia diet is the 500 mg.

sodiwn diet (see page 64) modified to meet a 100 gram protein and
700

me.

sodium requirement.
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Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

A restricted sodium

diet in pregnancy is recommended when patients have developed preeclampsia.

Generally the diet is used for only a short duration.

Objectives to be accomplished

Bt the diet. The objectives of

the diet are to aid in preventing further complications and to establish a well balanced diet.
Description £[the diet.

The 500 mg. sodium diet is used with

the following added protein foods:
1.

2 oz. unsalted meat

2.

1 egg

J.
~

1 cup milk.
modifications during lactation

Composition.

The diet during lactation is based on the same diet

used during the last trimester period of pregnancy and is increased in
calories, protein, calcium , vitamin A, riboflavin, and vitamin C to
meet the requirements recommended by the National Research Council.
Conditions

requiring~

treatment.

Additional demands im-

posed on the mother in producing milk f or t he i nfrrnt
Objectives of

~

diet .

~st

be met.

The purpose of the diet is (1) to pre-

vent any drain of essential nutrients from the skeletal tissues of the
mother, and (2) to help provide sufficient increased nourislli~nt in
order to assure the infant proper food .
Actual diet.

The diet during lactation is primarily the same as

that recomnended during the last trimester period of pregnancy (see
pages 5J and 54) with the following added foods :
1.

1 slice bread

2.

1 pint whole milk

J. 1 serving citrus fruit.
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Reduction 2!: low calorie diet
Composition.

The basic pattern for the reduction or low calor:l,e

diet is the same as that of the general diet except tnat it contains
200 less calories because of a

50 percent reduction in fat content.

The diet contains approximately 1200 calories.

Other variations may

be made according to the patient• s previous nutritional history and
the amount of

wei~~t

the physician des ires the patient to lose in a

given length of time.
Generally, the 1200 calorie diet contains the following :

65-70

grams protein (l gram per kilogram of body weight), 40-50 gr ams fat,
and 100-120 grams carbohydrate (1.5-3 grams per kilogram of body
weight).

A low calorie diet is

Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

generally prescribed for patients in need o!' weight reduction.
caloric value of the diet is below that of

no~l

The

energy requirements.

In such a case the body fat supplies part of the calories needed and,
as a result the patient loses weight.
Objectives to be accoMolished

~

the diet.

The low calorie diet

has the following objectives:
1.

To supply the miniMUm daily requirements to maintain good

he,lth.
2.

To lower the caloric intake

of reduction recommended

~J

to accomplish the amount

the physician.

Description of the diet .
for the low calorie diet.

enou &~

The general diet is used as a foundation

The diet is calculated on the basis that it

may be adapted to the diabetic exchange lists.
are:

~eatures

of the diet
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1.

It will satisfy or control hunger .

2.

It will offer

a.

variety of foods to hold interest and en-

thusiasm.

J.

It will contain the mini.'IIU!ll number o.f calories required to

accomplish the amount of r eduction as recommended b,y the physician .

4.

It is adaptable to the family's as well as to the individual's

meal schedule.

5. It will contain the minimum

daily nutritive requirements or

be supplemented by medication.

6.

It is easily adapted to a maintenance diet after reduction

has been accomplished.
Actual diet.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content of any

of the components MaY vary to meet the noeds of the individual patient.

A suggestive sample of the 1200 calorie diet

includin~

120

grams carbohydrate, 70 grams protein , and 50 grams fat has been adapted
to the reduction meal plan (Form No . 2).

The exchange method used is

that of the diabetic diet (refer to diabetic exchange lists, PP• 40 to

4J).

A suggested menu is planned us ine the 1200 calorie reduction

meal plan.

No sugar is allowed in food preparation or at the b.'·le .
Breakfast

SUggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit
Cereal, t;hole grain or
enriched
Egg
Bread, whole grain or enriched
Butter or forti.fied margarine
1-'.ilk, skim

Tomato juice

} cup

None
Soft cooked egg
Whole wheat bread
Butter
Skim milk

1 egg
1 slice
1 tease.
~ pint.
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Form No. 2.

Reduction meal plan, total daily composition

Carbohydrate 120 gms. Protein 70 gms. Fat 50 gms. Total Calories 1200

Sup.
Kind of Food Brf.
Din.
Exchange
No. of No. of No. of !lo. o
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Milk Ex:ch.
(sk im)
l
1
List 1
Veg. Exch.
"A" List 2a
l
l

"B" Lis t 2b
Fruit Ex:ch.
List 3
Bread Ex:ch.
List 4

2
(cups

Per Total Ex:chanl!es
Car. Pro. Fat Calories
12
8
24
16

80
160

2

7
l

7

'3

'30

35

2

70

10
l

l

l

40
120
2

15
l

l

l

Potatoes,
Macaroni

70

2
lesuce
l

30

4

140

15

2

70

l

15

2

70

1

Etc.
Meat Exch.

5

7

List 5
Heat, fish,
foH1
EP."S
Fat Ex:ch.
List 6
Butter
Bacon
l·:ayonrL,li :3e

10

2

l

Bread

Cereal

Total
Ex.

3 oz.

2 oz.

1
l

5 oz.
(oz .)
1
(each

35

75

35

25

375

7

5

75

5
1

1

45

3

(tso .'
l

1

Patient

1~

11~

5

45

Date

Address

Age

Weight
I deal ;·/eig.'lt

Dietitian
Occupation
Doctor

!!eight

6J
Dinner
Suggested daily meal pat tern

Sa:nple menus

Portion

Lean meat, poultry, or fish
Potato or substitute
Vegetable, green or yellow
Salad

Roast beef
Baked potato
Steamed carrots
Lettuce and tomato
'fti th mayonnaise
None
Butter
Fresh poach
Tea or coffee,
i f desired

3 oz.
1 small
f1 cup

Bread, whole grain or enriched
futter or fortified margarine
Fruit, unsweetened
Beverage

• cup
1 teasp.
1 teasp.
1 medium
1 pot

supper
Soup
Lean meat, poultry, fish,
or substitute
Vegetable
Bread, enriched or whole grain
Butter or fortified margarine
nlk, skim

Clear broth

1 cup

Cottage cheese
Green beans
"tlhole Hheat !11U:'fin
Butter
Skim milk

l. cup

; cup

1 muffin
1 teasp.
} pint

Restricted eodium diets
Composition.

The basic pattern for the restricted sodium diets

is approximately the same ns that of the general diet except t.'le
sodium content of the diet is decreased.
in the following a'llounts:

The nutrients are provided

protein, 70 brams; fat, 75 grams; carbo-

hydrate, 190 gr&ns; and total calories, 1700.

The sodium content has

been determined for three basic diets, 500 mgs. (usually prescribed as
a salt free diet, 250 mgs. (seldom ordered), and 2 grams (usually prescribed as a low salt or salt poor diet).
Conditions reguiring dietary treatment.
is prescribed in the following cases:

A restricted sodium diet

(1) generalized

ode~

related

to conr,estive heart failure, (2) toxemia of pregnancy, (3) ACT!! and
cortisone theraP,Y. (4) hypertension , and (5) some renal and liver
diseases.
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Objectives to be accomplished

Ez

the diet.

The restricted sodium

diets have the following objectives:
1.

To provide foods that aid in reducing the ,,ork of the heart.

2.

To provi de foods that aid in sparing the damaged kidney so

as to avoid undue strain on its excretory function.

J.

To establish nutritional balance for calories, protein, and

other essential food factors.

4. To prevent or eliminate edema

by the exclusion of foods high

in sodi.um.

Description of

~ ~·

The

follo~ing

principles of serving and

preparation are to be considered in the us e of this diet:
!~edified

1.

in preparation and texture to meet the patient 1 s

tolerance of food and restricted in sodium as prescribed by the
physician.
2.

Small meals and frequent feedings are recotmnended in those

instances

~hen

only small amounts of food can be tolerated at one

tima.

J.

No fried foods are to be included.

4.

The diet should provide easily assimilated carbohydrates, a

moderate amount of protein, sufficient fat to meet caloric needs,
and adequate vitamins.
Actual diet.

Both the caloric and nutritive content of any of

the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient .
The 500 mg. sodium diet (all food is prepared mthout salt or sodium
chloride) is called the salt free diet.
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Breakfast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit
Cereal, whole grain or
enriched
Egg (limit to only l daily)
Bread, salt free
:Entter, salt free
}!ilk, whole for cereal
Sugar, i f desired
Jel~, i f desired
Tea or coffee, i f desired

Orange juice

} cup

Germade
Soft cooked egg
Toast, salt free
:Entter, salt free
\.Jhole milk
Sugar
Jelly
Tea or coffee

}
l
l
2

cup
egg
slice
teasps.
l/3 cup
2 teasps.
2 teasps.
l pot

Dinner
Heat, poultry, or fish
(limit to 4 oz. daily)
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable (green or yellot<)
Vegetable, raw (if well
tolerated)
Bread, salt free
Entter, salt free
Fruit
J1ilk (limit to 2 cups dai~)
Jelly, i f desired

Roast beef
Baked potato
Steamed carrots
Lettuce wedge with
lemon slice
Bread
:Entter
Peaches
't/hole milk
Jelly

2 oz.
l medium
cup

t

l
l
2
2

slice
slice
teasps.
halves
2/J cup
2 teasps.

Supper
Lean meat , fish , or poultry
(limit to 4 oz. daily)
Potato or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit or dessert
Bread, salt free
Butter, salt free
Jelly, i f desired
Milk (limit to 2 cups daily)

Sliced chicken,
white meat
Stea.'ned rice
Asparagus
Baked apple
Enriched bread
Butter
Jelly
io/hole milk

2 oz.

t cup
cup
2

l
l
2
2

apple
slice
teasps.
teasps.

~pint

A suggestive sample of the 1700 calorie 500 mg . sodium diet,
including 70 grams protein, 75 grams fat, and 190 grams carbohydrate,
bas been adapted to the restricted sodium meal plan in Form No.

3.

The exchange method used is that of the exchange list of foods allowed
in sodium restriction.
lists,)

(Refer to the sodium restriction exchange
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Form No. J.

Restricted sodium meal plan, total daily composition

Carbohydrate__.12Q__Na__2QQ__Protein_1Q_Fa t _1i_Total Calories__llQQ
Kim of Food

Exchange
!'.ilk Exch .

List 1
Veg. Exch.*
List 2
Fruit Exch.
List 3
Dread Exch .
List 4
Bread
Cereal·••
Potatoes ,
J1acaroni,
Etc .
Meat Exch .
List 5
~eat , fish ,
fmtl

Per Total Exchan ~s
Din .
Sup. Total
Brf.
No . of No. of No . of E.x .
Car. Pro. Fat Sodium Calories
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
2
12
£ 10
125
170
(cups) 24
1
16
20 250
340
1/J
2/J
2
JO
5
1
6
2
1
11
27
90
10
40
2
1
1
1
6
120
30
J
2
1
15
70
6
210
45
J
J
1
1
1 (.slices
1
1
15
1
2
70
2
1
15
1
1
2
4
2
140
JO
7
2 oz.

2 oz . 4 oz .
(oz . )
1
(eac'1

28

E;gs
1
Fat Exch.
List 6
2
2
6
2
Butter
( tsr·.
Average of 3 and 7 percent vegetable s .
Note cereal restriction .

7

20

5

so

20
5
5

30

JOO

1}0

?5

45

2
12

Date
Patient
Age
Address
I deal {eicht
Dietitian
Occu?ation
Doctor

75

270
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Sodium restriction exchange list No. l.

One milk exchange contains 125
and 170 calories

:llf:S.

!-!ilk exchanee

lla , 8 grans protein, 10 ;;rams fat,

Whole milk • • . . • • . • . • • . . • . 1
Evaporated milk • • . . • • . • • • . • .
Powdered skim milk . . . • . . . l/4 to 1/3
Ek.lttermilk, salt free
1
Skim milk • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • 1

cun

t cup

Sodium restriction exchange list No. 2.

cup + 2 fat exc'1anges
cup + 2 fat exchanges
cup + 2 fat exchanges

Vegetable exchange

Vegetables fresh, canned , or frozen without salt or sodium benzoate
added, one-!'lalf cup portion contains 9 mes. Na , 2 grams protein, 3 to
7 grams carbohydrate, and an average of 30 calories.
Asparagus
*Broccoli
*Brussels sprouts
*Cabbage
Carrots

*Cauliflower
Endive
Green beans
*Green peppers
Lettuce

Parsr.ips
Fresh was
Pmnpki;
Squash

Tomatoes
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Sodium restriction exchange list No .

3.

Fruit exchange

One fruit excha nge fresh, frozen, or canned without salt , s u gar, or

sodium benzoat e added contains 2 mcs . Na , 10 grams carbohydrate, and
40 calories.
Apple (2" diameter) • • • . ~ . 1
Applesauce • • • • • • •
2 cup
Apricots, fresh • • • • 2 medium
Banana • • • • • • • • • 1 small
Blackberries • • • • . •
1 ~p
Raspberries • • • • • . ·• • 1 cup
Strawberrie s • • . . • • . 1 cup
Blueberries • • • • • • • 2/3 cup
Cantaloupe ( 6 • diameter) . . • ~
Cherries • . • • • • • • 10 large
Figs, fresh • • • . • • • 2 large
Grapef'ruit
l small
Grapef'ruit juice • • • • • t cup

Grapes • • • • • • • • • • . • l2
Grape juice • • • • • • • • } cup
Honeydew melon . • • • l/8 medium
¥.ango • • • • . • • • • • ~ small
Orange
1 small
Orange juice • • . • • • • t cup
Papaya . • . . • • . • 1/3 medium
Peach . . . . • • • • • 1 medium
Pear • • . . . . • • . • l small
Pineapple
. • -} cup
Pineapple juice
• 1/3 cup
Pl wns • •
2 medium
Tangerine
• 1 large
'naterroelon • • . • •
1 cup

Apples , melons, and berries are to be avoided i f there is a tendency
to distention.
Omit dried f'igs , raisins, dates , or any dried fruits containing
sodium benzoate .

Sodium restriction exchange list No . 4.

Bread exchange

One bread exchange prepared salt f'ree contains 1 mg. Na , 2 grams
protein, 15 grams carbohydrate, and 70 calories.
Salt free bread • •
1 slice
Salt free rolls • •
1 roll
Salt free biscuits
1 biscuit
Hot cereals • • • .
• t cup
Puff'ed rice, puff'ed wheat J/4 cup
Fresh lima beans • • • • •
cup

t

Shredded wheat • . • • 1 bis~it
t
Rice, spaghetti • • • •
Noodles, macaroni • • •
Potatoes
1 small
Corn • • • . . • • • • • • } cup

:: t :~
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Sodium restriction exchange list No . 5.

!'.eat exchange

Meat exchanges are in l oz. portions and contain 20 mes . Na ,

7 grams

protein, 5 grams fat, and 75 calories
Beef
Roast
Ground meat

Turkey
Dark meat

Light !'!eat
Chic~<en

Stew

Steak
Veal
, Roast
Chops
La:nb
Chops
Roast
Stew
Pa r le

Li;:ht 'Tieat
Liver
Fish
Dietetic pack tuna
Fresh saL'Tion
Trout
Fresh halil:ut
Cheese

Dietetic cheddar
Cotta1;e (washed)
*Egg

Chops

Roast
Liver

t

cup

(50 gms . ) is equal to l meat exchange exce, ' ~t
contains 40 mgs. of sodiun . Egg yolk alone has 13 mgs . op sodium.
Eg!" white alone has 55 mgs. of sodium .
1 whole egg

Sodium restriction exchange list No . 6.
Fat exchanens in l teaspoon
calories

po1~ions

SWeet salt free butter
Lard
Crisco
S;:H•y

Fat exchange

contain

.25

l'lG•

Na , and

Olive oil
Peanut oil
Cottonseed oil
Corn oil

45
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Table 13.

General restrictions for strict lo'• sodium diets

Type of food

Foods restricted

Beverages

Dutch Process Cocoa , milk drinks (except
as specified on diet)
Commercial breads ; biscuit, pancake or
waffle mixes ; salted breads; self-rising
flours; pretzels ; white and graham crackers
All dry cereals, except those listed as
allot-red , quick-cooking cereals which
contain di- sodiun phosphate
All except those listed as allo~ed
Cakes and cookies with regular baking powder
or bal:ing soda , co:m:~ercial cakes and
cookies, mveetened gelatin, ice cream
and pudding mixes , commercial ice cream
Eggs except in allowed amounts as listed
Bacon fat, commercial salad dre ssings ,
cream except as part of milk allo:·rance,
salted butter or margarine
Those containing sodium benzoate as a
preservative (See notation of fruit
exchanges to avoid tendency of distention)
Brains or kidneys; canned, salted, or smoked
meats or fish; bacon; chipped beef;

Breads and crackers
Cereals
Cheese
Desser ts

Eggs
Fats
Fruits
Meat , poultry , and
fish

frankfurters; ham herring; luncheon meats;

Milk

Nuts
Soups
SW'eets
Vegetables

Seasonings

salt pork; sausage; shellfish; clams,
crabs, lobsters , oysters, shrimp ; frozen
fillets or steaks of fish
Only in specified amounts
Salted , peanut butter
All canned soups , salted broth and cream
soups
Jellies containing sodium benzoate, candies
to which salt or other sodium compounds
have been added
Celery , kale , spinach, sauerkraut, white
turnips, potato chips; broth of cooked
vegetables contain most of the added salt
(See notation of vegetotble exchange where
there is distention)
Meat flavorin gs such as Kitchen Bouquet,
A-l Sauce, ':lorcestershire Sauce, Soy Sauce,
Tabasco Sauce, prepared mustard and
horseradish; vegetable salts such as
celery, onion, garlic; bouillion cubes;
gravy ; catsup; chili sauce; olives;
pickles
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Preparation of food for
restr~cted

~

low sodium diets .

diets are not generally well accepted ,

t~e

Because sodium
method of pre-

paring the food is i"'portant as well as t.'1e food itself.

Most spices,

herbs, and other flavorin gs are low in sodiu.'ll and may be used to provide variety in flavor,

Flavorinrs include:

orange, peppermint, vanilla, and walnut.

almond , lemon, maple ,

Herbs include:

basil , bay

leaf, chives, dill , marjoram , mint, parsley , rosemary, sage , savory ,

and thyme.

Spices include:

allspice,

cinn~'llon,

cloves , curry , ginger,

nutmeg, paprika, pepper, and dry mustard.
Baked products wit.'1 a sodium free leavening aeent ma:· also be
included.

It is possible to substitute water for milk in

~o~~

recipes

by using l cup of water less 1 tablespoon for each cup of milk.

Un-

salted butter or vegetable fats are used in place of salted fats,
P~w

the diet,

fruits and vegetables should be given a prominent pL>ce in
Cooked fruits may be used in unsalted pastries.

A number of salt substitutes are available and upon arproval of
the physician may be used in the diet.
Recently, practical methods have been successfully worked out to
re.,ove much of t!Je sodium from various foods by extraction and by
dialysis .

Furthermore,

t~ese

methods are so sinple that the average

housewife may adopt them and use them to favorable advantage .

lly do-

ing so, the patient, in most cases , is able to consume a well balanced
diet.

These instructions will be given by the dietitian or physician

when necessary.
Modification of the restricted sodium diet to

~ ~

restricted

sodium diet (?..2Q !!!Z.· sodium)
Composition.

The composition is the same as that of the 500 mg .

sodium diet wit..., the exception of the sodium content.
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Description Q[ the diet.

T'oe 500 m;:-. sodium diet is altered by

substitutinc 2 cups of sodiu:n deficic;,t milk for the 2 cups of ree:ular
milk included in the diet ,
Hoderately restrictad sodium diet (~ ~· ~) £!: low~ diet
Composition.

The composition is the same as that of the 500 mg .

sodium diet l·:i th the exception that salt is used in all cooked produ cts but it is o~tted o n the tray or at the table.
Description of the diet ,

The 5JO rnr; . sodium diet is altered by

includine a mcx' erate amount of salt in the cooked products allo'1ed on
the diet .

No salt is included on the tray or at the table :
Soft Diet

Comno.:Jition
The basic pattern fo r the soft diet is the ss:nc as thn.t of t.IJe
general diet except that it contains an additional JOO calories , the
nutrients being provided in the folloHing amounts:

protein , 75 erams ;

f at , 75 grams 1 carbohydrate , 240 crams ; and total calories , 1700.
The diet may vary 10 per ce nt .
Conditions reguirin~ dieta~: treatment
The s of t diet is used under the following conditions:

1.

When there is difficulty in chel;ing.

2.

After surgery , in brideing the gap betl;een the f ull liquid

diet and thP. soft diet ,
J,

During convalescence.

Objectives to ~ accomplished

£I 1Q£

~

The objectives of t.'oe soft diet are to (1) provide foods easily
digested and low in fiber and connective tissue, (2) bridge the gap
between the liquid diet and t!1e general diet, (J) p r ovide a s uitable
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diet for the convalescent, and (4) provide an acceptable amount of
calories and nutrients .
Description of

~

diet

The soft diet is a modification, chiefly in flavor, preparation ,
and consistency, of the general diet.

The followinc foods are omitted

from the soft diet:
1.

Raw veeetables

2.

Raw fruits except orange and

~rapefruit

sections and ripe

banana

J.

Fruits or vegetables hi&Q in residue

4.

Meats high in connective tissue

5.

Fried foods

6.

Hi~hly

seasoned foods.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content
nents MaY be altered to meet the needs

o~

o~

any of the compo-

the individual patient.

Breakfast
Suegested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit
Cereal, enriched
Egg
Bread, enricC!ed
Butter or fortified margarine
Cream for cereal
I'.ilk, >thole
Tea or coffee, if desired

Orange juice
GeMade
Soft cooked egg
·.f1i "!.e toast
Butter
Cream for cereal
'fihole milk
Tea or coffee

t :~

1 egg
1 slice
1 teasp.
2 oz.

t

pint

1 pot

Dinner

Clear s oup
Meat, poultry, or fish
Potato or substitute
Vegetable, green or yellow
Fruit or de ssert
Bread , enriched
Butter or fortified marrarine
!'.ilk or beverage

Broth
Ground beef patty
~:ashed potato
Cooked carrots
Canned pears
'tlhi te bi-ead
a>:ter
Milk

~- cup

2 oz .
t

cup

t1 medium
cup .
1 slice
1 teasp.

t

pint
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Supper
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Cream soup
Meat or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit or dessert
Bread . enriched
Butter or fortified margarine

Cream of pea soup
f1acaroni and cheese
Steamed !ipinach
Custard with jelly
·,.n,ite bread
Butter
Whole milk
Tea or coffee

i"

}!ilk

Beverage , if desired

Table 14.

cup

2/3 cup
} cup
! cup
1 slice
1 teasp.

} pint
1 pot

Foods included, substituted, or omitted in the soft diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Beverages

Buttermilk, milk 1 skim milk , cocoa
with milk, tea, and coffee
Any finely milled whole or enriched
cereal, crisp ~affles , bread
made from finely milled or
enriched flour

Bread and
cereals

Desserts

Plain puddings, ice cream, gelatin
cookies or cake without dried
fruit or nuts , any 5mooth
dessert

Fats

Butter, cream, fortified margarine ,
crisp bacon , smooth peanut
butter, vegetable oils
Fruit juices , sof,t ste·.•ed fruit
without skins or seeds, apples ,
apricots, Bing or Royal Anne

_Fruit

cherries, peaches , pears , raw

ripe banana, grapefruit sections ,
pureed fruit cooked and not
otherwise included
Heat and meat
substitutes

Potatoes and

Ground or tender beef , veal , lamb;
tender bro iled steaks and chops;
ground or tender poultry; fis h ,
boiled, broiled , baked , or
flaked; e ggs not fried; Aw~ rican,
cottage , or cream cheese
Potatoes , macaroni , spaghetti,
and white rice

Foods omitted
none

Pancakes , hot
breads, rolls,
coarse

cereals with
bran
Dried fruits ,
nuts , pie
pastry , hirhly spiced
desserts
Only in excess
!'.aw fruits

except those
mentioned ,

also figs ,
raisins,
plu.ms , pineapple , and
berries
Frankfurters,
bologna,
sausages ,

fresh pork ,
luncheon moat
or any other
Fried potatoes
or substitutes, potato
chips
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Table 14. (Continued)

Type of fooJ

Foods included or substitutions

Vegetables

Cooked and tender asparag'lls . string

Hiscellaneous

Composition.

!" ooci s o,-,it ted

any othars
beans. beets, carrots. cauliflo••ar ,
broccoli , young i"l~,atured peas ,
pumpkin, spinach , squash, avocado
(raw)
Salt , gravy, ~hite sauce, mieets in
Oli·Jes , nuts ,
moderation, soups of food items
cocoanut,
allowed
popcorn ,
pickles,
relishes ,
ja'TIS , hi1;hly
seasoned food

The nutritive requirements of old age do not differ

materially from those of middle life.

It is difficult to be specific

in determinin!; the composition of the ~,aria tric diet.

The protein

supplied in the diet should be sliE'Jtly more than 1 graM per kilop;ram
of body weight (one-half gram per lb. of body ~;eight ).

Carbohydrates

and fats should be added in sufficient amounts to meet the energy
requirements, with eMphasis on carbohydrates .
supply about 50 percent of the caloric intake.

Carbohydrates should
Fats are used only in

the amounts necessary to provide palatable and acceptable meals.
Conditions reguiring dietary treatment.

The geriatric diet is

prescribed for patients beyond tho middle age of life .

Generally ,

patients in this category have certain conditions that accomp3ny age
such as:

impaired digestion , decreased utilization of vita~ins and

minerals, and the lessening of the body processes and physical activities.

Lack of teeth, faulty food habits , and poor appetites are

handicaps th:tt accompany old age.
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Oblectives to be accomplished £:( tho diet .
h~s

The p:eriatric diet

the following objectives:
1.

To provide nutritionally

~lanced

meals including an increased

amount of protein above the normal diet.
2.

To adjust

t~e

selection and preparation of foods to meet

L~e

patient's likes as well as his tolerance of food co as not to upset
~is

former food habits.

J. To help maintain
Description of the

Uw patient 1 s vigor and well be inc.

~·

The soft diet is the foundation of the

geriatric diet «ith the following variations:
l.

Protein is increased 20- 30 percent.

(;·:ilk producL5 , liberal-

ly used, are generally acceptable.)
2.

Carbohydrates should supply 50 percent of the total calories.

J.

Pats are reasonably restricted .

4.

Hiehly seasoned and bulky foods are avoided.

5.

Salt is used in moderation .

Other considerations in the service and preparation of the food
include the following facts:
l.

The consistency of the food should vary according to the

patient ' s ability to chew.
2.

The size of the meals •<ill depend upon the patient's toler-

ance of food.

).

The largest meal is generall;:,- served at noon.

4.

~t least one hot food item should be served at each meal.

5. Sxtra nourishments of hibh nu tritive value are often
recommended.
Actual diet .

3oth

L~e

caloric and nutritive content of arv of

the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.
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Breakfast
Sugpested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit (two servings daily)
or whole grain cereal
or bread
Egg
Butter or fortified marga rine
Milk , whole
Coffee or tea, if desired

Orange juice
E:nriched cereal
or toast
Soft cooked egg
futter
.-/hole nilk
Coffee or tea

-"}
l
1
l
}
1

~:nriched

cup
cup
slice
egg
teasp.
pint
pot

Dinner
Lean meat, poultry, fish,
or substitute
Potato or substitute
Vegetable (green or yellow)
~nriched

or whole grain bread

!Jutter or fortified margarine
Fruit
Hilk , whole

Roast beef, tender,
ground, or pureed
Baked potato
SteaMed carrots
(nay be pureed)
Enriched or whole
wheat bread
futter
Canned peaches
Hhole milk

2 oz.
1 modium
} cup
1 slice
1 teasp.
2 halves
t pint

Supper
Lean meat , poultry, fish,
or substitute
Veeetable
Fruit or dessert
Bread , enriched or whole
grain
Butter or fortified margarine
Hilk , whole

Cottage chee3e
Green beans
Ice crea:n
',/hole wheat !llUffin

cup
1 muffin

futter
;./hole miLl{

1 teasp.
~ pint

\- cup

~cup

l

Juices are dispensed from t he diet kitchen to the floor three
times daily.

Nourishments of milk drinks reinforced with skim milk

powder will add needed protein,
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Tabla 15.

Foorls included, substituted, or
diet

o~itted

in the geriatric

Type of food

Foods incl uded or su bstitutions

Foods

Beverages

Buttennilk , milk , milk drinks ,
•.;eak tea , ·.;eak coffee (include
one quart whole milk daily)

Cereal or
bra a

Enriched bread or cereal

Carbonated or
sweetened
beverages i f
overweight
Rich breads

Desserts

Any

Pastries , nuts ,

a

to
Fat

si~~le

desserts in·

meet caloric

amou~ts

re1uire~ents

tad

rich desserts

Any in moderation , with restricted

None , but
restricted
amounts
An;)-· fatty '"eats ,
fri..ed meat,
fish , and

amounts

Meat or
substitute

Or.'.i t

Any lean tender or groun 1 ";eat
fish , fowl, egrs, and c:'weses
(ham occasional~· , i f desired)

arbs , ha':'n or

highly seasoned :neats

Potatoes or
substitute

P.oiled , baked, or 111ashed potatoes

Vep,etables

All cooked vef6tables , including
one yellow or erean leafy daily ,
r aw vegetables i f tolerated

None, unless

Salt and spices in JW:>d.era tion;

Alcohol , olives,

Kiscellanaous

Fried potatoes,
potato c!lips

macaroni, noo.Jlos, s f.'D.ghet ti ,
and rice

vine ~ar;

rulky

herbs , except rarlic;

\·Thite sauce;

~..reets

gravies , nuts,
relishes , or

in

moder_qtion

any high ly
s easoned

foods or
spice s

Composition
The basic pattern for the blanc

iet is the sa!Tle as

1

general diet except that it contains an ad<i+ional JOO
nutrients beine proviled in
fat ,

th~ followin~ ~~ounts:

75 grams; carbohydrate, 240

era~;

~nd

t~~t

of the

c~lories.

protein ,

Y.1e

7~ ~~s;

total calories, 170
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This diet may vary 10

perce~t.

(The composition does not include

nourish~nts.)

extra

Conditione requiring dietary

trea~~ent

The ulcer dietary regimen (ulcer I, ulcer II, and restricted
ulcer diets) is prescribed under the follOl<ing conditions:
1.

·,Then there are ulcers or infl3.mmation of the mucous lining

of the stomach or duodenum.
2.

After surgery on the stomach or duoderiU!Il.

).

:-/hen the patient is under observation and before his condi-

tion has been diagnosed .
Objectives to be

accom~lished

£[ the diet

The bland diet has tho followin c objectives:
To aid in control of excess acidity qy providing a neutraliz-

1.
ing diet .

z.

To maintain small ar".ounts of food in the stoMach at all times

in order to prevent an accumulation of excessive acid and to neutralize the digestive juices.

J.

To provide foods low in cellulose, bland in flavor, and

neither too hot nor too cold (or as frequently stated , mechanically,
chemically, and thermally non-irritating).
Description of

~diet.

The bland diet has the same modifications of the general diet as
does the soft diet but to a more rigid degree .

Dietary restrictions

include:
1.

Avoid foods containing coarse fibers , seeds , skins, or bran.

2.

Avoid raw fruits and vegetables except those listed under

foods allowed.
).

Avoid highly seasoned foods.
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4.

Avoid stimulants such as:

a.

Citrus fruits and juices

b.

Strong tea and coffee

c.

Alcoholic beverages

d.

Soft drinks

e.

!leat soups and gravies .

5. Avoid foods and liquids that are extreme

in temperature .

6. Avoid bking concentrated S'.<eets, such as candie:; and jellies,
between meals.

7. Avoi d fried foods , rich de sserts , pastries ,

~~d

hot

bre~ds .

The patient should be encouraged to eat slowly , che-w food thoroughly ,
and avoid overeating.

Regularity of meals is

i~portant .

The food tolerance of the patients on the bland diet generally
varies greatly and of necessity the diet should be tailored to the
patient ' s needs and satisfaction.
Breakfast
Suggested daily neal pattern

.Samrle :nenus

Citrus fruit , i f well tolerated
Refined and enriched cereal

Diluted orange juice
Cream of ••heat
Soft cooked ecg
Helba toast (for ulcer
patients) white
bread , oLherwise
Butter
Cream
:mole milk
Sugar. as desired

Eeg

Enriched , '"hite bread .
toasted dry
Butter or f ortified margarine
Cream for cereal
!:ilk

Sugar

Portion
t

cup

} cup
l egg

1 slice
1 teasr .
2 oz .
} pint
2 teasps.
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Dinner
Su ~gested

daily meal pattern

Soup (cream soups only for
ulcer patients)
~eat, poultry, or fi~h
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable (v-een or yellow)
Enriched bread
Butter or f ortified margarine
Fruit
Hilk , whole

Sample menus

Portion

Baked beef patty
Potato (mashed )
Diced carrots
J1elba toast
Butter
Canned peaches
',/hole milk

2 oz.
i." cup

cup
1 slice
1 teasp.
2 halves
t pint

Supper
Soup
l!eat or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit or dessert

Cream of pea soup
Cottage cheese
Steamed spinach
Ice cream (eaten
slo11ly)
Holland Rust
llltter
/hole milk

Enriched bread
Butter or fortified m r garine
Milk , whole

1 slice
1 teasp.

t

pint

Extra nourishments are generally recommended including milk ,
milk products, de sserts , and bread ,

Table 16.
Type

Foods allowed, substituted, or omitted in the bland diet

of food

Beverages
Cereal

::>asserts

Foods allowed or

futtermi lk , cereal beverages ,
milk, milk drinks, weak tea,
'.-Teak coffee
Cooked, I~fined, and enriched
baby ralston, cornmeal , cream
of wheat , farina , fine gerrnade,
maltomeal, and rice
Custards, plain ice cream, gelatin,
rice puddin~s . plain tarioca
pudding, rennet desserts , plain
sugar cookies ,

Fat

sub~titutions

span~

cake,

angel foo d cake , strained fruit
whips (all ·nthout nuts or dried
fruit)
Butter, cream, ~nd fortified
mar p r ine

Foods omitted
Strong coffee
strong tea
'dhole grain
cereals
All others ,
especially
pastries ,
nuts , and
dried fruits
All others
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Table

16. (Continued)

Type of food

Foods allowed or substitutions

Foods omitted

Fruit

Fresh bananas , strained , diluted
orange juice, ripe avocado ;
the followin g fruits cooked and
without skins or seeds: apples,
apricots, Bing or Royal Anne
cherrie s , peaches , pears , a nd
t."le puree of dried fruits
Broiled bacon, liver , tender chops ,
and steaks; r oasted tender beef ,
chicken, veal , lamb, and turkey ;
broiled or baked halibut and
salmon; e ggs; and cottage chee s e
Potatoes, macaroni , noodles,
spaghe tti , and white rice
Cooked and tender asparagus ,
string beans, beets , carrots ,
peas (young and tender), pumplr.in,
s pinach, and squash
Salt, white sauce, ~~eets in
moderation at meal times only

All othc.rs

¥.eat or meat
substitutes

Potatoes or
substi"\;ute
Ve getables

¥..1scellaneous

Modification of liberal
Compos ition .

~

diet, ulcer

!.

Fried meats ,
fish , e ggs ;
harn; also any
meat and fish
not lis ted
All ot."lers
All ot."lers

He at broth ,
alcohol,
condi:nents ,
gravy, her bs ,
nuts, olives,
pickl es , popcorn , spices ,
relishes, and
vinegar

and ulcer II diets

The composition of the ulcer I and the ulcer II

diets varies greatly, de pending u pon the routine u sed

qy

the physician.

These diets a re generally prescribed for a short time onl y .
Condition s reauiring dietary treatment.

The ulcer I and ulcer I I

diets are used when there is hemorrh"ge of the s tomach or duodenum due
to ulcers.

Description of the di et.
prescribed

qy

the physician.

The ulcer I diet includes only l i qu ids
The ulcer II diet has the follo·Jing
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foods added:

cereals, breads, cream soups (vegetable), and desserts.

Substitutions are allowed and are found listed in table 17.
Actual diet , ulcer

I·

Intermediate feedings only , are used in

the first regimen.
Foods included
l.

2.

Quantity

Equal parts milk and cream
Skim milk and }!elacten
(Formula: l Tbsp. Melacten
added to l cup skim milk)

Remarks

or

3 oz.
4 oz.

Every waking hour
Every t;;-o hours

or

3 oz.
4 oz.

Every waking hour
Every t\.;o hours

Bland fruit juices, namel,y , peach, pear, and/or jello , as ordered
by the physician may be substi mted in the diet.

All other foods are

omitted.
Actual diet , ulcer II.

The same

re~men

as ulcer I is used, and

certain bland foods are added at meal times as previousl,y mentioned.
Breakfast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Cerea l
Sugar
Mi.lk and cream
Bread
futter

Cream of wheat
Sugar
Hali" and half
Melba to:1st
futter

2 oz.
2 teasp.
2 oz.

~ teasp .
slice

Dinner
Soup
Crackers
£Utter

Cream of carrot soup
Saltines
futter

4 oz.
2 crackers
teasp.

t

Supper
Dessert
Crackers
Butter

Custard
Saltines
futter

4 oz.
2 crackers
teasp.

t
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Table 17.

Foods allowed, subs tituted, or omitted in the ulcer II diet

Type of food

Foods allowed or substitutions

Cereals

Sieved oatmeal, farina, pettyjohn,
cornmeal or rice, :fine gennade
Helba toast, saltines, Hollarx:! Rust
Strained cooked carrots, green beans ,
spinach, squash, peas, potatoes
(2 Tbsp . strained vegetables added
to 6 Tbsp . or half and half)
Custard, gelatin, ice cream (eaten
slowly), tapioca, rice or plain
blanc mange pudding rl thou t
f'rui t or nuts

Breads
Soups

Desserts

Restricted

Foods omitted
all others

all others
all others

~ ~

Composition.

Composition of the restricted ulcer diet is approx-

imately the same as that of the liberal ulcer or bland diet, including

the extra nourishments.

Descriptio~ of ~ di!t.

The restricted ulcer diet has the same

modifications of the general diet as does tha t of the bland diet
except that it varies in c onsis tenc,y, service, and preparation.

The

modifications include the :follorlng va riations of food items:
1.

Strained bland fruit

2.

Strained bland vegetables

3.

J.leat substitutes only

4.

Extra nourishments are served at 10:00 a.m., 2:30 p.m., and

5 : 00 p.m.

Extra nourishments may include milk or milk beverages,

desserts, and bread.
Actual diet.

Refer to the 5th day gastric diet and exclude broth.
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~operative gastric~

Composition.

The composition of

t~e

post ope rative gastric

regimen may be charted as in table 18.

Table 18.

Composition of the post operative gastric re gimen

Protein
gr ams

Fat
grans

Carbohydrate
grams

Total
);alories

(little or no nutritive value)

lst and 2nd day
Jrd day

Approx.

50

50

75

1000

4th day

Approx.

58

lJ5

90

1575

5th day

Approx .

75

80

195

lB00-2000

Objectives to be accomplished

~

the diet.

The diet has the

following o bj ectives:
l.

To provide feedin gs of bland foods in amounts that the

patient can tolerate c omfortably .
2.

To assist the digestive tract to gradually re gain the ability

to perform its normal digestive fUnctions.
Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

T!'lis re gimen is used

following surgery on the stomach or the duodemll'n.
Descri ption of the diet .
bland diet with the
1.

follo~<ing

This regimen is a modification of the
variations:

After surgery the sur geon pre scribes specific orders until

the patient i s able to tolerate 4 ounces
meal routine.

o~

clear liquids in a six

Consequently , the 1st and 2nd day gastric diet does

indicate the number of days after surgery.
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2.

The diet is arranged in a progressive routine, beginning with

small frequent feedings and increasing the amounts and variety of
foods as the patient i" able to tolerate the foods comfortabzy.
3.

Patients who have had total or nearzy total gastrectomy may

have broth and fruit juices included in their diet.
The regimen requires daizy follow-up with the patient.

When the

patient is dismissed from the hospital he should be instructed to a
diet that corresponds with the diet he is accepting in the hospital
and provided additional instructions to advance the diet until a full
bland diet is tolerated.
~diet

lst and 2nd

~·

Six intermediate feedings only

are given the first and second day as follows:
Portion
Breakfast
Broth

4-6 oz.

4-6 oz.

4-6 oz.

2:30 p.m.
Bland juice

4-6 oz.

4-6 oz.

8:00 p.m.
Jello water

4-6 oz.

Dinner
Broth
Supper
Broth

Portion
10:00 a.m.
Liquid jello

The foods included in the lst and 2nd day gastric routine are
broth, bland fruit juices (peach or pear juice, diluted) , liquid jello,
and water.
~ ~

:2!!;!

~·

Six intermediate feedings only are given

the third day as follows:
Portion
Breakfast
Gruel cereal

Portion
10:00 a.m .

6-8 oz.

Hille

6-8 oz

Egg nog

6-8 oz.

Milk

Dinner
Broth

2:30 p.m.

Supper
Cream soup

6-8 oz.
6-8

0:!:.

8:00 p . m.
6-8 oz.
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The followin g foods !'laY be included or substituted in t.'lis diet:

custards, jello ;rith cream, vaiD.lla egg no g , milk or crea.'II, gruel,
strained soups, ice cream, plain puddings as vanilla blanc manrre,
tapioca, and rennet pudd ings,
Actual diet 4th
the

£&.

Intermediate feeds are given the same as

3rd day with the addition of white toast, melba toast, soda

crackers , rutter, and two eggs included in cooking.
Portion

Portion

,.

Breakfast:

10:00 a.m.

Gruel

6-e oz:

}:elba toast
Butter

1 slice
1 teasp .
Dinner

Broth
Custard
Melba toast
Butter

oz.
oz.
slice
teasp.

Supper

6-8 oz.
2

Actual diet

5.!:1:!.

2

2:30 p . m.
3
4
1
1

Soup
Saltines

6-8 oz.

Hilk
Soda crackers

~.

Egg noe
Melba toast

6-8 oz.
1 slice

8:00 p . m.
m.lk
Soda crackers

6-e oz.
2

gastric £!: restricted ulcer diet.

Six feed-

ings are given the same as the 4th day with additions at meal time of
cooked cereal , one to tw-o eggs daily , fruit juices, sieved fruit,
sieved vegetables, baked or mashed potato , cottage cheese, and cream
cheese.

All servings are smaller than regular servings .
Breakfast

Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit (if well tolerated)
Enriched cereal, refined
Egg
Bread, enriched, toasted
Butter or fortified margarine
Cream for cereal
Hilk, whole
Sugar, as desired

Diluted orange juice
Cream of wheat
Soft cooked egg
Melba toast
Butter
Cream
Whole milk
Sugar

3

oz.
1/3 cup
l egg
l slice
1 teasp.
2 oz.

2-4 oz.
2 teasps.
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10:00 a .m.
Suegested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Clear soup
Saltines or toast
Hhole milk

Broth
Saltines
i.Jhole milk

2

2-4 oz.

4 oz.

Dinner
Heat, poultry, fish, or
substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Fruit or de ssert
Milk, whole

Cottage cheese
Baked potato
Ekltter
Strained peaches
Whole milk

t tot

cup

1 small
1 teasp. •

t

peach
±cup

J:OO p.m .
Dessert
Hilk , whole
Bread, enriched, toasted

Jello
Whole milk
Helba toast

1. cup
cup
1 slice

SUpper
Cream soup
Heat or substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable, green or yellow
Fruit or dessert
!lread, enriche , toasted
Ekltter or fortified margarine
Hi.lk, llhole

Cream of carrot soup
Poached e gg

t

cup

1 egg

(Included in soup)
Bland fruit juice (pear) t cup
Helba toast
1 slice
Btttter
1 teasp.
'tlhole milk
t cup
8:00 p. m.

Dessert
Milk, whole
Saltines

t

Custard
ilhole milk
Sal tines

i

cup
cup

2

Restricted fat diets
Composition.

The composition of the three basic restricted fat

diets are balanced in nutritive content and may be charted as shown in
table 19.

These diets may vary 10 percent.

Conditions reguirine dietary treatment.

A low fat diet usually

is prescribed for diseases of the liver and gall bladder.
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Table 19.

Composition of the three restricted fat diets

Protein
grams

Fat
grams

Carbohydrate
grams

Total
C!ilories

JOO

1900

Severe res tricted fat diet

80

Low fat diet

80

50...60

275

2000

120

llO

JOO

2600

High protein, high carbohydrate, moderate fat

Objectives

~ be

accomplished £y_ the diet.

The objectives of the

restricted fat diets are to (1) exclude foods that stimulate the flow
of bile and thus irritate the diseased organs, and (.2) exclude foods
that have distending effect.
Description of the

~·

The bland diet is the basis of the low

fat diet which provides nutrients at levels essential to maintain or
restore normal nutrition, rut nrust be varied as folloc>s:
1.

Fat is restricted to a level compatible with adequate nutri-

2.

Fats are restricted to those that are hiehJ-y enrulsified and

tion.

readily digestible, including fats of dairy products and fortified
margarine.

J, Additional fruits and vegetables may
well tolerated

qy

the patient.

be added if they are

Foods generally acceptable in this

category are crisp lettuce, fresh tomatoes, raw fresh fruits as
oranges and grapei"ruit, and canned pineapple.
It is generally recommended to the patient that he remain on the
low rat diet for one month after he returns home, gradually adding one
restricted item at a time until a normal diet can be well tolerated.
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Actual diet.
added fat.

Both

In the low fat diet all :fooC.:s are prepared 1dthout
~~e

caloric and the nutritive content of any of the

components may vary to meet the needs of the inc!ividual patient.
Breakfast
Su ggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Citrus fruit
!':nriched cereal
Egg (1 only daily)
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Milk :for cereal, whole
Jelly or jam
Beveraee, i f desired
Su gar

Grapefruit
Germade
Soft cooked egg
White toast
Butter
Nhole milk
Jelly
Tea or coffee
Sugar

one-half
} cup
1 egg
2 slices
} teasp.
1/J cup
2 teasps.
1 pot
2 teasps .

Dinner
Clear soup
Meat, poultry, or fish (lean)
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable (green or yellow)
Vegetable, raw (if well
tolerated)
Bread
Butter or margarine
Jelly or jam
Fruit or dessert
Milk. whole
Beverage, i f desired

Broth
Roast beef
Steamed potato
Diced ca rrots
Shredded crisp lettuce
wit.'l lemon
\fuite, enriched bread
Butter
Jelly
Canned peaches
·,fuole milk
Tea

t

cup

J oz.

\.cup

t cup
t

cup

2 slices

~ teasp.

2 teasps.
1 medium
t pint
1 pot

Supper
Cream soup (made wit.~ skim milk)
Meat or substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit or dessert
Bread
Butter or fortified :nargarine
Jelly or jam
Hilk, whole
Beverage, i f desired

Cream of pea soup
Cottage cheese
(fat free)
Noodles
Steamed spinach
Orange sherbet
Enriched white bread
Butter
J am
Whole milk
Tea

$·

cup

z cup

"- cup
cup
cup
2 slices
~ teasp.
2 teasps.
2/J cup
1 pot

t

t

-

In place of whole milk included in the diet, the patient may
choose sk1..'11 milk and add 4 more fat exchanges from the fat exchange
list (see page 43).
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Table 20.

Foods included, substituted , or omitted in the low fat diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Foods ami tted

Beverages

futtermilk, milk, milk drinks , weak
tea, weak coffee (restrict whole
milk to 2 cups daily)
Enriched white bread or enriched and
refined cereal, whole grain bread
and cereal may be included if well
tolerated
Custards, plain sherbet, gelatin, rice
puddings, plain tapioca pudding,
rennet desser ts , plain sugar cookies,
sponge cake, angel food cake, fruit
whips, (desserts are restricted to
the allowed fat)
Butter, cream, and fortified
margarine , restricted to 2 fat
exchanges dail¥
Fresh banana, orange juice, and other
fruit juice, ripe avocada (to be
included in fat exchange), cooked
apples , apricots , cherries, peaches ,
pears, pineapples, dried fruits,
and berries if tolerated
Broiled liver , tender chops and
steaks; r oasted tender beef ,
chicken, veal, lamb, and turkey;
broiled or baked ha libut, salmon;
e gg , cotta ge cheese , cheddar
(A~erican) to be used as flavoring
in cookine onl¥ , as in macaroni
and cheese, etc.
Boiled, baked, or mashed potatoes
macaroni, noodles, spaghetti, and
rice

Strong tea or
strong
coffee
Coarse cereal
or bread,
rich breads

Cereal or
bread
Jlesserts

Fat
Fruit

Meat or
substitute

Potatoes or
substitute
Vegetables

Cooked asparagus , spinach, string
beans, beets, carrots, peas,
pumpkin, squash; crisp lettuce
and celery i f well tolerated

Miscellaneous

Salt, spices in moderation, vinegar,
herbs except garlic, sweets in
moderation, white sauces made of
skim milk or allowed fat

Pastries,
nuts, any
rich
dessert
All other in
quantity
Raw apples,
melons

Any fatty
meats;

fried meat,
fish , and
e ggs ; ham
or fresh
pork
Fried potatoes,
potato chips,
all prepared
with fat
Any others,
especiall¥
the gas
forming
vegetables
Alcohol,
gravies,

olives, nuts,

pickle15,
popcorn
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Modification of

~

Composition.

restricted fat diet,

~

restricted fat diet

The diet is commonly ordered as a fat free diet.

When severe fat restriction is necessary the diet may be modified

qy

protein, 80 grams; fat , 35-50 grams;

including the following:

carbohydrate, JOO grams; and a total of 1900 calories.
Description of the digt.

The basis of the low fat diet is

altered in the following manner:
1.

Substirute skim mil.!.; in place of whole milk in the diet.

2.

Add two slice s of bread or equivalent carbohydrate food.

J.

If less f'at than 35-40 grams is advisable, exclude egg yolk

and butter on the diet.
High protein, high carbohydrate, moderate fat diet
Composition.
liver diseases.

This diet is commonly ordered for patients with
The nutritive content of this diet includes 120 grams

protein, 110 grams fat, )00

gra~s

carbohydrate, and a total of 2600

calorie s.
Description of

qy

~

diet.

The basis of the low fat diet is altered

placing the emphasis on protein and carbohydrate rather than on

the fat content.

Add the following foods:

1.

one-half cup skim milk powder

2.

1 cup whole milk

J.

5 fat exchanges.

~~diet

Composition.

The basic pattern of the lo'.i residue diet is the

same as the general diet.

The diet supplies approximately 1700 cal-

ories, the nutrients being supplied in the following amounts:

75 grams; fat, 85-90 gra'lls; and carbohydrate , 160 grams .
vary 10 percent.

protein ,

The diet may
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Conditions reguirin ll di etai)' treat::l.ent.

A lou residue diet is

usually prescribed for (1) diseases and complications resulting in
diarrhea, (2) colitis, (3) abdomina£ cramps and distention , (4)
gastro-intestinal disturbances , and (6) pos t-operative period followinp surgery on the lower bowels .
Objectives to

~

ac complished

Ez.

the diet.

The diet has the

followin g objectives:
1.

To provide food s which leave little r esidue i n the intestinal

tract.
2.

J.
beco~ss

To provide food non- irritating and non-stimulating.
To provide suitable calories and nutrients as the patient
able to tolerate them.

Description of the diet.

The basis of the lo,·r residue diet is

the bl.and diet with the follow ing variations:
1.

Milk , including that used in food preparqtion , limited to 1

pint daily.
2.

Cooked fruit, 2 servings daily including 1 servinc; of dilu t;ed

orange juice, to be taken at t he end of t he meal. or used in food prep..
aration.

J.

Cooked vegetables (strained , pureed , or mashed and exclusive

of potatoes) limited to 1 serving daily .
4.

Potatoes or substitutes used freely .

5.

Broth may be included .

Actual diet.

Both t he caloric and nutritive content of

a~·

components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.

of the
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Breakfast
SUggested dail¥ meal pattern

Sample menus

Citrus fruit
Cereal, enric~ed
Egg
Bread , enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Cream for cereal
Beverage, if desired

(Refer to supper)
Cream of wheat
Soft cooked e gg
White toast
Butter
Cream for cereal
Tea or coffee

Sugar

Sucar

Jell¥, if desired

Jell¥

Portion

t

cup
l-2 e ggs
l slice
l teasp.
2 oz.
l pot
2 teasps.
2 teasps.

Dinner
Clear s011p
Meat, poultry, or fish
(include 5 oz. daily)
Potatoes or substitute
Vegetable (green or yel101o<)
Fruit or dessert
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Milk or beverage

Tender roast beef

J oz.

Mashed potatoes
Tender cooked diced
carrots
Canned pears
White bread
Butter

i

cup

t

cup

Milk

l medium
l slice

l teasp.
pint

t

Supper
Cream soup
Meat or substitute
Potatoes or substitute
Bread , enriched
Butter or fortified margarine
Fruit or dessert

None
Cottage cheese
Buttered noodles
White bread
Butter
Jello tilth J oz.
orange juice added

l'd.Ll( or beverage

Milk

J..

cup

tl slice
cup
l teasp.

f

t

cup
pint

To add more calories to the diet an interval feeding of a
dessert and bread and butter will add approximately 200 additional
calories.
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Table 21.

Foods included, substituted, or omitted in the low residue
diet

Type of food

Foods included or substitutions

Foods omitted

Hilk

One pint only in form of milk
drinks or in food preparation
'tleak tea , weak coffee

Any more in
quantity
Cold drinks
all others
Hot br eads or
any coarse
milled cereal
or bread

Beverages
Bread or
cereals

Desserts

Fat
Fruit

}!eat and meat
substitutes

Potatoes and
substitutes

Refined and enriched corn , rice ,
and wheat cereals; cream of
wheat, farina , pettyjohns, cornmeal , r ice, fine germade, fine
oatmeal; prepared cereals of corn
or rice free from outer coatings ;
white or enriched white bread
Angel food cake , s~onge cake,
All others
cookies , cu stards , relatin , ice
cream, sher bets , puddin£S , rennet
desse r ts, all withou t nuts and
fruit except those allowed
Butter , cream, fortified margarine ,
salad oil , shortening in moderation
Fresh banana, strained diluted
All others or
orange j uice, ripe avocado; cooked
any more in
(without skins or seeds) apples ,
quantity
apricots, Bing or Royal Anne cherother than
ries, peaches, pears; puree of dried included
fruits; j uice of any fruit allowed
Broiled liver, tender chops, steaks , Hamb.lrgers ,
and gr ound beef; roasted tender
frankfurters ,
beef, poultry , veal, and lamb;
corned beef ,
broiled or baked fish, except
luncheon meat ,
those omitted; eggs; cottage
nipp-.f cheese ,
cheese; cream cheese; cheddar
fresh pork ,
cheese u sed only as flavoring
cheese unless
in cooking
included
Potatoes, hominy , macaroni,
Fried potatoes,
noodles , refined rice, spaghetti
potato chips,
·.;hole grain
rice

Vegetables

Miscellaneous

Cooked tender and diced or chopped
asparagus tips , string beans ,
bee ts , carrots, im~3ture peas ,
pumpkin , spinAch, squash , or any
other strained cooked vegetable
Neat soups with foods allo•ed,
gravy , salt , some spices in
mode ration, vinegar , \.rhite sauce,
hard candies, jelly , and hon~

All others

Condil'lents ,
herbs , olives,
nuts, pickles,
popcorn ,
relishes
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Minimum residue die t
Composition .
14o0 calorie s .

The minimum residue diet supplies approxi!nate],y

The nutritive content includes 54

grams f at , and 180 grams carbohydrate .

gra~s

protein ,

50

The diet may vary 10 ]Jer cent .

It i s deficient in most of the essential nutrients.
Conditions requiring dietarr

tre~tT.ent .

This diet is u sed in

treatin g t he fo l lowing conditions:
1.

Before and follo•,;ing s urger y on the lower bowel

2.

Acute diarrhea

J.

Jct!y

c ondition in which bowel movements are not normal.

Objectives to be acconpli shed

Bt

the diet .

The objectives of the

d iet are {1) t o provide food s ·,;hich leave p r actically no residue in
the intestinal tract, (2) to provide foods non-irritatin g and nonstimulatin g and readily digestible, {J) to bridge t he gap between the
clear liquid d iet and t he l ow residue diet , and.(!;) to provide suit-able calories and nutrie nts as soon as the patient can tolerate them .
Description o: the diet.
is the bland diet
1.

~ith

The basis of the minimum residue diet

the folla,nng vari3tions:

Fiber and ash content are redu ced to a

m iniY.u~:

a.

No milk is included.

b.

Eggs are hard cooked .

c.

Ground or scraped me ats are used .

d.

Only fruit or vegetable juices are included except

potatoes and substitutes .
e.

Strained fruits and vegetables are :1dded as the patient

progresses toward tolerance of the loH residue diet .
f.

Clear broths may be include d .
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2.

Interval nourishr.1ents consistin g or r oods allo:;ed may be

included ror extra nourishment.
Actual d iet.

Both the caloric and the nutritive content or any

or the components may vary to meet the needs or the individual patient.
Breakrast
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Citrus rruit
Cereal, rerined
Egg
Bread, enriched
Butter or rortUied margarine
Cream ror cereal
Beverage
Sugar

(Rarer to supper)
Cream or wheat
Hard cooked egg
White toast
Butter
Croam ror cereal
Tea or corree
Sugar

Portion

!

cup
l-2 eggs
1 slice
l teasp.
2 oz.
1 pot
2 teasp .

Dinner
Clear soup
Meat , poultry, or rish

Broth
Tender roast beer

J oz.

(E!"OUnd)

Potato
Vegetable (green or yellow)
Fruit or dessert
Bread, enriched, toasted
Butter or rortUied margarine
Beverage

Hashed potatoes
Canned pear juice
'Nhite bread, toasted,
d r:,r
futter
Tea or cofree

•t cup
•l cup
1 slice
1 teasp .
1 pot

Supper
Soup
Meat or substitute
Pot-ato or substitute
Bread, toasted, enriched
Butter or rortUied nurgarine
Fruit or dessert
Beverage

Clear broth
Cottage cheese
Buttered noodles
·,'hi te broad , toasted
!:Utter
Jello with J oz
orange juice added
Tea or corree

t

cup
cup
z cup
1 slice
1 teasp.

t

cup
l pot

To add more calories to the diet an interval reeding or juice
and toast and rutter will add approxiw.ately 200 additional calories.
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Table 22.

Foods allowed , substituted, or omitted in the Minimum
residue diet

Foods omitted

Type of f'ood

Foods allowed or substitutions

Milk
Beverages
Cereals and
bread

all
None
all others
Tea , coff'ee, or coffee substitute
Refined and enri~hed corn , rice,
and wheat cereals ; crea~ of wheat ,
all others
f'arina, pettyjohns, cornmeal,
rice , fine germade, fine oat~~al;
prepared cereals of corn or rice
f ree from outer coatings; white or
enriched bread, saltines
Gelatins, ices made,without milk
all others
Butter , cream, fortU'ied margarine
all others
Strained f'ruit juice , include 1
all others
citrus f'ruit daiJ.~
Ground or scraped beef, poultry,
all others
veal , lamb; broiled eround beef ;
broiled or baked f'ish; egbs;
cottage cheese; cream cheese;
broiled crisp bacon
l',ashed , baked, or scalloped potato ,
Fried potatoes ,
macaroni , noodles , refined rice ,
potato chips ,
spaghetti
•..rhole grain
rice
T~3to juice or other j u ice
all others
Salt, broths
Condiments,

Desserts
Fats
Fruits
Meat or
substitute

Potatoes or
substitute
Veeetables
1-'.iscellanaous

s~ices ,

nuts,

olives ,
pickles,
popcorn,
relishes

Diet following tonsillectomy Q..!: I and
Composition.

! diet

The composition of this diet is not of major im-

portance because it is

genera~

of short term duration .

Conditions requiring dietary treatment.

rne T and A diet is used

following surgery on the tonsils and adenoids.
Objectives to be accomplished £<£

~

diet.

T'he objectives of the

diet are (1) to provide only cold liquij foods the first day of
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surgery to aid in preventing hemorrhage, (2) to provide foods nonirritating, and (3) to provide suitable foods for a temporary period
until a general diet is tolerated,
Description of the ~·

The bland diet is used with the follow-

ing modifications:
1.

On~

2.

After the first day , bland foods are added according to the

cold bland liquids are offered the first day of surgery.

patient's tolerance until a full bland diet is accepted.
~ ~·

Both the caldric and nutritive content of any of

the components may vary to meet the needs of the individual patient.
First meal after surgery
Suggested daily meal pattern

Sample menus

Portion

Dessert
or milk

Vanilla ice cream
or cold whole milk

t
l

cup
pint

Second meal
Dessert
Milk

Jello or vanilla
ice cream
Cold ;1hole milk

t

cup
• pint

Second day after surgery
Breakfast
Cereal
llilk, whole
Fruit

Cereal gruel
Whole milk
Bland juice

f-pint
cup
} cup

Dinner
Potato or vegetable
Dessert or fruit
!-!ilk, whole

Strained cream soup
Custard
Whole milk

.l..

t

cup
cup

} pint

Supper
Potato or vegetable
or subsitute
Dessert
m.lk, whole
~!eat

Strained cream soup
Eggnog
Jello
Whole milk

} cup
~cup

t1 cup
cup
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The third day after surgery a full bland diet is referred to and
used according to the patient's tolerance of foods .
~

and .Qhll£ Feeding

Introduction
Infant feeding differs somewhat from that of the adolescent and
adult.

Gr01•th involves not only an increase in size blt also an in-

crease in complexity as neH functions emerge in the process of maturation.
The type and nature of the diet changes considerably from infancy
through adolescence to adulthood as shown in table 2) which gives the
recol!ll!lended dai ly dietary allo-.<ances as provided by the National
Research ::Ouncil.

!Jilk is the firs t food, following colostrum, that

is offered the infant.
The~

The milk natural:cy designed for babies is breast milk because
chemical:cy it generally has the proportions that are best suited to an
infant's needs.

There are times , however, when it is necessary to

bottle feed an infant .

At such a time a modification of cow's milk

is the usual substitute for human milk.
tions , including:

There are various modifica-

fres h , evaporated , and dried milk, and the pro-

prietary foods which are those that have been made into "one-fo:nnula"
preparations .
Any formula preparation that is !)rescribed should meet the
follo~g

l,

requirements:
Have sufficient calories , protein , carbohydrate, fat, mineral

salts, water, and vitamins.
2.

~ntain

)•

Be free from harmful bacteria.

food readily digestible.

Table 23.

Recotnmended daily dietary allo·..-ances for infants and childrenl

Calories

Af!!3 in years
Under l (6-8 mos.)

110/kg)

Protein
3.5/kg.

Water
ru..zkg. oz.Zlb,

Calcium Iron A
gm.
mg. I.U.

Vita.:nins2
Niacin

tng;.

Bz
mg.

B:t

mg.

c

D

mg.

I.lh

150

2.25

1.0

6

1500

.4

.6

4

30

400

l-3 (27 lbs., 12 kg.)

1200

40

125

2.0

1.0

7

2000

.6

.9

6

35

400

4-6 (42 l bs ., 19 ke.)

1600

50

100

1.5

1.0

8

2500

.e

1.2

8

50

400

7-9 (58 l bs., 26 kg.)

2000

60

75

1.0

1.0

10

3500

1.0 1.5

10

60

400

10-12 (78 lbs ,,
35 kg.)

2500

70

75

1.0

1. 2

12

4500

1. 2 1.8

l2

75

400

Children over 12:
Girls 13-15
(108 lbs., 49 kg.)

2600

80

50

-75

1.3

15

5000

1.3

2.0

13

80

400

Girls 16-20
(122 lbs., 55 kg.)

2400

75

50

-75

1.0

15

5000

1.2

1.8

12

80

400

Boys 13-15
(108 lbs,, 49 kg.)

3200

85

50

-75

1.4

15

5000

1.2 2.0

15

90

400

Boys 16-20
(141 lbs., 64 kg.)

3800

100

50

o75

1.4

15

6000

1.7

17

100

400

l.
2.
).

Provided 'trf the National Research Council.
Vitamin B:l is Thiamine, Vitamin Bz is Riboflavin.
110 calories for every kilogram (2.2 lbs. J or wei£'1lt.

2.5

1-'
0

1-'
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Composition .

A standard com?Qsition of the formula inc l udes:

15 percent protein , 35 percent fat , and 50 percent car bohydr ate and
supplies from 130 to 165 ml. of water per kg. of body weight per day.
A standard starting formula using evapor ated milk containing
20 calorie s per ounce is given below:
Evaporated mil.!(
'd ater
Carbohydrate
(Dextri=ltose

10 ounce s
18-20 ounces
l-1.5 ounce s
4 Table spoons
J ounces)

A list of calorie values is !;ivan in table 24.

Table 24.

Calorie values for the iru'ant•s formula

Ingredients

Amount

Cow• s milk
Ski mmed cow• s milk
Sugar
Dextrimaltose
Karo syrup
'.,'hole cow• s milk + 5 per cent sugar

1
1
1
1
1

oz.
oz.
oz . - 2 level Tbs.
oz . - 4 level Tbs .
oz . - 2 level Tbs.
1 oz .

Evaporated milk + equal amounts of water

Vitamin supplementation to
deficiencies and insures

opti~m

Calories

-

L~e feedin ~s

12
120
120
88

26

whole milk

prevents nutritional

development .

usually contains Vitamins A, D, and C.

20

SUch a supplement

The physician determines the

a1110unt and combinati on of the vitaJr.ins to be used .
Steril ization .

The t·wo recommended methods of formula steriliza-

tion are the a septic method and the terminal heat method.

The steps

involved in the aseptic method are as follows:
1.

Place clean bottles, nipples, can opener, and a quart jar

into a ke ttle or pail witrr a cover.

fdd water to depth of 2 inches.
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Cover kettle and boil for f i ve minutes.
2.

Put water for forrrula in a quart measure or saucepan .

J.

Add sugar or syrup, if used.

4.

Bring l<ater and sugar to boiling point and simmer for three

minutes.

5.

dash top of can of evaporated milk and pour boiling 11ater

over it.
6.

Open can with sterilized can opener and pour evaporated milk

into sterilized quart jar.

7.

~dd

8.

Cover jar and store in refrigerator.

9.

Pour required amounts of formula into sterile bottles as

boiled water.

needed for feeding.
Introducing solid foods
The current trend in introducing solid food is near tl1e second
month of life.

Babie s differ in tolerance of foods and soMe are more

contented when solid food is started earlier, even though f or the
average infant there appears to be little justification , on a purely
nutritional b"sis, for beginnin;>: solid food s before three months of
age .

Iron stores "re generally adequate until the third or fourth

month .
It makes little difference l<hich foods, including coreals, egg
yolk , meat s , vegetables, or fruits , are to be started first .
these foods in desirable amounts will supply sufficient iron.

Arry of
An

infant may be allergic to egg yolk , if so , it should be d elayed until
the baby is nine months to one year old.
A suitable plan is outlined but r:1ay be adjusted to the needs and
demands of the infant.
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First week of life

Formula:

6 -

e feedings

2.5 oz. to 4 oz. feedings
A!'ter !'irst week to third week

Formula:

4 hour intervals
About 4 oz. feedings

Third to sixth week

Formula:

4 hour intervala
4 oz. to 6 oz. feedings
No middle of night
feedings

Sixth week to third month

Formula:

4 hour intervals
oz. to 7 oz. feedings

5

Cereal or fruit ma;v be
introduced here in 1
teasp. quantities twice
da.i.zy.
llo middle of night
feedings
Third to sixth month

Formula:

4 hour intervals
7 oz. feedings plus
l to 2 teasps. twice
daily of cooked and
sieved solid food or ba~
cereal to be increased as
infant demands.
Arter fourth month no late
feeding

Sixth to eighth month

Formula:

Begin routine t.'lree meal
plan with pasteurized
whole milk plus
nourishments.

Generally, a!'ter the baby is eight mont!:ls of age he in automatically adjusted to the family meal pattern wit.'! supplement.ary feedings
as recommended by the physician.

Foods for children vary only in

amounts and consistency, depending on the age and size of the child.
Additional foods may be required .
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Sup;gested daily meal pattern for children !!£ to five years of

~

Breakfast

Age

Age
Meal pattern

Satnple menus

8-24 months

3-5 years

Citrus fruit
Cereal, enriched
Egg
Bread. enriched
BJ.tter or fortified
margarine
f!ilk , whole

Orange juice
Germade, cooked
Soft cooked egg
Toa st

t
t

t

BJ.tter
'Nhole milk

i

cup , scant
cup
1 e gg
t slice
~

teasp .

• pint
include

on

cereal

cup , scant
cup
1 egg
1 slice

t

1 teasp.
} pint
include on
cereal

Dinner
Meat
Potato or
subs titute
Vegetable , green
or yellow
Salad
Dessert
Bread. enriched
futter or fortified
margarine
M1.lk, whole

Ground beef

l oz.

l oz.

Hashed potato
Carrots, F"-!rood
or chopped
Sliced tomato
Blanc mange
no nuts or
dried fruit
Bread

t

t
t

l

BJ.tter
'tlhole milk

2/3-1

cup

2 Tbsp.

cup

cup

cup
1 slice
1/J cup

-}slice

l slice

1 teasp.
cup

1 teasp.
pint

t

SUpper
Meat or substitute
Vegetable
Fruit
Bread, enriched

Cottage cheese
Green beans ,
~eed or chopped
Banana
Bread or
cereal

futter or fortified
margarine

Milk, whole

futter
Whole milk

t
2 Tbsp .
~mediwn
mashed or
chopped
s lice or
~cup

cup

t

cup
1 medium

i

1 slice

l teasp.
pint

t

t

l teasp.
pint

Nourishments may include fruit juice, gelatin de ss ert, milk
shake, custard, or l!'. ilk and crackers to meet nutritional needs .

lo6
Suggested

~meal

patterns for children six to h<elve years of

~

Breakf'ast

Age

Age

Meal pattern

Sample menus

6-9 years

10-12 years

Citrus fruit
Cereal, enriched
Egg
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified
margarine
¥.ilk, whole
Cream

Oranee juice
Oermade , cooked
Soft cooked e gg
Toast

t
t

I• cup
cup

Butter
Hhole mille
20 percent cream

cup
cup
legg
1 slice

l teasn

t

pint.

1 e gg
2 slices

2 teasps .

i

pint
cup

1/J

Dinner
}!eat
Potato or
substitute
Gravy
Vegetable
Salad
Dressing
Dessert
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified
margarine
}!ilk , whole

Roast beef

2 oz.

2-J oz.

Mashed potato
Gravy
Buttered cabbage
Sliced tomato
Salad dressing
Blanc mange
pudding
Bread

~ cup

t

Butter
Hhole milk

t :~

1 slice

1/J

cup
._cup
} cup
1 medium
1 Tbsp.

l/J

cup
1 slice

2 slices

1 teasp.
} pint

t

cup

2 teasps.
pint

SUpper
or substitute
Potato or
substitute
Vegetable, green
or yellow
Salad
Fruit
Bread, enriched
Butter or fortified
margarine
Milk , whole
!~eat

Cheddar cheese

1-2 oz.

2 oz.

Macaroni

1 cup

i

cup

Green beans
Celery h<larts
Sliced banana
Bread

} cup
J to 4

t

cup

J to 4

l medium
1 slice

1 medium
2 slices

1 teasp.
pint

2 teasps .
} pint

Butter
'Nhole milk

t
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Table 25.

Foods allowed, substituted, or omitted in the diets for
children

Type of :f'ood

Foods allowed or substitutions

Foods omitted

Beverages

Carbonated beverages in moderation, cereal beverages, milk,
milk drinks
Any , with emphasis on whole grain
or enriched bread and cereal

Coffee or tea

Bread and
cereals
Desserts

Fat
Fruit

ee;g,
or cheese

~leat,

Soup
Sweets

Bran (for chiLdren under six
years)
Excess amounts o:f
Si!nple desserts for children
S'..reets and rich
under six years of age , any i:·1
pastries , nuts
moderation over six years o:f'
and raisins
age
(before two
years of age)
None
Any
None except those
Any, including one citrus fruit
restricted
or good source of Vitamin C daily ,
fruits finely divided and free
from pits for young children
Any plain cooked meat , fish , or
Hit:;hly seasoned
meats; fried
fowl, free from small bones for
younger children, ground,
e ggs and meats;
chopped, or cut in pieces
meats 1nth
according to aoe of child; e ggs;
bones (:for
chil dren under
cottage, crea,, and cheddar
(American) cheese; liver once
six years)
a week, i f accepted
Any soup that c~ntains the
flighly seas~ned
allowed foods
soup
!lone, l::ut in
Candy , honey, jam, jelly , syrup,
molasses, sugar, all in small
small amounts
smounts

'/egetables

Miscellaneous

Any tender raw vegetables for the

child over two years, any
cooked vegetable, including
one green or yellow daily, all
finely divided :f'or young children
Gravy , olives , nuts (for older
children), relishes , salt,
spices, vinegar , ~<hite sauce,
all in moderation

Corn, dried peas
or beans :for
children under
bro years
Relishes, olives ,
and popcorn
(:for children
under six years),
nuts (for children under four,
because of
possible
aspiration
CO!llplication)
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~

for renal diseases of children
Composition.

Protein, sodiun, and fluid are

t~e

factors of

greate3t importance in planning diets for children >lho have renal
diseases.

'l'he protein c ontent may be hir;h , lm<, or moderateq

depending on the individual child,

lm~.

The sodium content •Hill vary

accordingly.
Objectives of the diet.

This diet has the following objectives:

1.

To provide food 1111trients that will aid in preventin!; edema.

2.

To provide nutrients that will meet the chila 1 s

reco~~ended

needs as far as possible.

J,

To provide foods that will tend to spare the damae;ed 1--..idney

and avoid undue strain on i ts excretory function.
Description of the diet ,
mined

qy

The prescription of the diet is deter-

the physician and calculated in the

sa~e

manner as the sodium

restr1cted diets (see res t ricted sodium diets) .
Diet for diabetes nellitus

Comuosition.

The compos ition of the diet for the diabetic child

will vary accordi ng to age. size, and activity of the child .
Objectives

~

be accomplished £[ the

~·

The diet for the

diabetic child has the followin g objectives:
1.

To provide food optimal in the e ssential nutrients.

2.

To provide foods adjusted calorically to meet the needs of

each child.

J,

To provide food intake higher at the beginning of treatment

to build up the nutritional status to

norw~l.

and

~hen

establish a

child's Maintenance diet to meet his needs,
4.

To introduce a diet that is sirnple to follo'' and that meets

the child's former food habits as near as possible and at the same
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time meets the child's present nutritional requirements.

5.

To develop a regimen that lends to a child living a happy

and well adjusted life.
Description of ~ diet.

The diabetic diet is a modification of

the general diet that is recommended for children according to age ,
size, and activity of the individual child, with the following variations:
l.

The protein conte nt is increased 20 to 40 ~rcent.

2.

The carbohydrate content is divided a~ong the three meals.

3.

Allen protamine insulin is used, a nourishment at bedtime is

rec olll!:lended (about one-seventh o.f day's allm•ance of carbohydrate) .

4.

't/hen globin insulin is used, an afternoon lunch is recommended

(about one-seventh of day ' s allot<ance of carbohydrate).

5.

The diet may be adapted to the exchange method and quantita-

tion of the diet made and followed until the diet is 11ell understood
and the interrelationship of food and i:1sulin well established .
Suggested ~pattern.

The special fonn entitled Diabetic ~

~ is completed according to the diet composition sug~sted
physician (see page 38).
Exchange lists developed

qy

the

The meal plan is arranged to use the

qy

the American Diabetes Association and

the American Dietetic Association in cooperation with the Diabetes
Branch, Public Health Service, Federal Security Agency .

llO

This study was undertaken to standardize the therapeutic diets
and to incorporate them into a manual especially designed for use at
the Logan Latter-day Saints Hospitai.

A description of the hospital

and the dietary department was discussed in order to describe the
situation under which the study was made ,
A procedure, consisting of the joint planning of the dietitian
and the physician in determining how the diets should be standardized,
was presented.

Twenty-five dietary regimens were constructed.

These

diets were determined because of their extensive use in the Logan
Hospital.

Each therapeutic diet in ,most instances is a modification

of the general or normal diet.
foll~ng

'dhen making the modificati ons, the

factors were considered:

nutritive constituents , caloric

value, consistency , flavor, techniques of service, and techniques of
preparation.

Each of these factors are discussed soMewhat in detail

in the manual because it was felt that explaining these modifications
would give a more realistic and practical approach to the problem.
Special emphasis was placed on the nutritive content of each
therapeutic diet.

The physician ' s attention is often focused so

sharply on the treat.'T!ent of the specific symptoms that the diet may be
nutritionally inadequate.

Optimum health can never be restored by

following an inadequate diet.

After the doctor has given his orders,

it becomes the responsibility of the dietitian to see that the patient,
if possible, has a well-balanced diet as well as a diet that he will
accept.

ill

It i s hoped that the use

or

the new manual will prove to be an

errective tool in minimizing the errors in communication beb•een the
doctors, the dietitian, and the hospi tal workers and provide optimum
dietary service ror the patients

or

t he Lo gan Hospital.

It is anticipated that the cont ents

or

the manual will help

furnish pertinent inrormation when the dietitian sets up her new
program

or

diet instruction and

c ~ nsultation.

The manual is constructed in such a way as to make it possible
to be easizy and readily revised in order to keep abreast
advances in diet and disease.

or

the new

ll2
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Table of' \teights and
10-20 drop s

~~easures

cc (depends on size of' opening in dropper)

ounce

30 grams (actual weight 28 . 35 grams)

fluid ounce

30 cc (actual weight 28 . 35)

liter

1,000 cc

2.2 pounds

1,000 grams or 1 kilogram

1 quart

about 1, 000 cc or 1 11 ter and weighs about
l , 000 grams
~ pint - 240 gra~s - 240 cc - 8 fluid ounces

cup
2 cups

pint - 480 grams - 480 cc - 16 fluid ounces

teaspoon fluid

5 cc

tablespoon fluid

15 cc

3 teaspoons (level)
16 tablespoons (level)

tablespoon

=

cup (standard measuring cup)
Conversion Equivalents

To convert

O\Dlcea

to grams, multiply the ounces by

30.

To comert pounds to kilograms, multiply the kilograms by 2.2.
To convert kilograms to pounds, multi pl y the kilograms by 2.2.
To convert cubic centimeters to ounces, divide t he cubic centimeters by
To convert centimeters to inches, divide the centimeters by 2.5.

30.
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Standard Tube Feeding
Formula
Coaroosi tion:
Volume - 2000 cc.

Calories 1950 or 100 calories per 100 cc.

Carbohydrate - 210
Protein

76

Fat

90

Ingredients:
Orange juice

75 cc

Cree.m 12%

480 cc

Milk whole

1180

Egg

cc

2

Skim milk powder

100 grams

Dexin

100 grams

Salt
Water
Homicebrin

5 grams
750 cc
5 cc

ObJectives to be accouplished
1.

E.t

the diet:

To provide foods nutritionally adequate in a liquid form.

Description£[ the diet:
1.

The feeding is adequate in nutritional constituents .

2.

The amount given the patient per feeding is regulated by the
doctor.

~.

The composition may be varied according to the doctors prescription by increasing or decreasing any one substance .

4.

This formula is fed by means of a stomach or nasal tube .
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ratty Test Heal

Co-.posi tion:
The co~position of this meal is carbohydrate 52 gm ., protein 18 gm .
and fat 6) gm .
Condition

reguirin~

dietary

trea~~ent:

The fatty meal is used for diagnostic purposes in gallbladder
visualization x-ray studies.
Objectives to be accomo lished .2.1. the fatty meal:
To provide foods high in fat content.
Description of the diet:
Ingred ients:
\fuole c ilk
lfu ite toast
Eggs
C re ~ 12~

Butter

1 cup
2 slices
2 each
1/5 cup
6 tap.

1-!ethod of preparation:
Scramble the eggs in the cream and 2 tap. butter .
bread and spread each slice with 2 tsp. of butter.

Toast the

Serve with g lass of milk .
G. A. Test Mea l
Comnosi tion:
The G. A. test meal includes 5 arrow root cookies and 2 gl asses of
water.
Conditions requiring dietary

trea~ent:

The G. A. test meal is used for diagnostic purposes in gastric
analysis.
ObJectives to be accomplish ed .2.1.

~

G. A.

test~:

To provide foods easily, dissolved to be p~ped back from the stomach
and mixed with digestive juices an analysis is made.
Description of the

~:

Ingredients:
Arrow root cookies

5
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Average Figures for Acid-Base Calculations
Expressed in cubic centimeters

no~l

Grams

Household :.Ieasure

Acid

100
100

' 1/:? oz.
2 eggs
2/:? cup
Aver, serving
1 slice
~ cup
)/4 cup
1 cup

12
11

!{eat, fish, poultry
Eggs •
Cereal
Cereals ready to eat
Bread

180

:.11lk
Mille •
Mille •

180

Cheese
Potatoes
Macaroni, noodles, rice and
spaghetti
Cornstarch pudding
Rice pudding •
Rice pudding with raisins
Baked custard
Plain cake
Fruit
Vegetables

solution excess acid or base,

)0

20
120
240
20
100

150
100
100

100

125
6o
100

).5
4
2

} cup

?/4
1/:?
1/:?
1/:?

!

cup
cup
cup
cup
cup

1.5
1.5
1.5
1

2.5
5

Gra.'US

Household Heasure

100
100
100
100

:;. cup
cup diced

12

Group A
Beane, fresh lima
Beets
Carrots
Parsnips
S11eet potatoes

170

!

if cup

._ large
large baked

6

Group B
Beans, fresh snap
Beans, canned snap
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Celery, raw
Kale •
Kohl-rabi
Lettuce
Tomatoee •
Sauerkraut
Turnips

Base

100
100
100
70
100
70

50

100
100
100
100

100
100

i cup
cup cooked

·~

e

cup cooked

6 average
2/3 cup cooked
4 rounded tablespoons
2 stalks or hearts

~ cup cooked

cup cooked
head
" cup cooked or 1 nedium raw
2/:? cup
~ cup cooked
~·

t

Does not include oyster• which give 15 cc excess normal acid per
100 grams.
Prunes, plums and cranberries yield an acid ash.
Cooked weight.
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Vegetables

~

Household Measure

Group C
Asparagus
Cucumber
EggplMt
Escarole
Lettuce
Onions
Peas, c8.1lned
Radishes •
Rutabagas
Squash, summer
Squash, winter

2

50
50

100

50
20

100
100
10

100
100
100

4-5

tips
8 slices
k cup cooked
2 leaves
2 leaves
2-) small
~ cup
1,1 in. in diameter
cup cooked
~ cup cooked
~ cup cooked

f

Fresh peas give 1.5 cc excess noroal acid per 100 grams . Corn
gives 2 cc excess normal acid per 100 grams . Spinach gives 25 cc excess
normal alkali per 100 grams .
Reference :

Hanual of Applied Nutrition , The Johns Hopkin s Hospital.
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Foods High in Purine Content
Protein:
The protein needs of ;he individ ual crust be met by increased uee
of mille , eggs, and cheese.

Heat is restricted according to the severity

of the disease (gout).
Avoid:
Meat , fish, poultry only in desirable 9.!lounts
Meat extractives
Glandular meats
Fried foods
Rich desserts
Nuts
Gravy
Condiments and spices
Tea, coffee, alcoholic beverages

I=!~

DAILY YOOD COUNT
Breakfast
ma~n rr1.nt.

Dinner
coup

fruit juice

broth

broth

main meat

main meat

meat

meat or sub.

prepared cereal

I

cooked cereal

potatoes

misc.

misc.

Supper
-soup

main ver.etable
I

main vee;etable
e ggs

misc .

salad

--

salad
salad dressing

salad dressing

main dessert

:nain dessert

des~crt

dessert

------

I

I

cocoa

buttermilJ.:

cocoa
buttermilk

F
l

buttermilk

--

~

.;:-

SUHfi\RY
- OF SPECIAL DIETS

DINNER

BREAKFAST
"cup
Salt Free
Pureed
Meat
Salt Free
Ground
Other
Potatoes
Salt Free
Othe r
Ve getables
Salt Free

rru~t.

Uns .
Pureed
Other
Cereal
Salt Free
CreaM of \.fuea t
Gruels
Other
Jell;:r:
Eggs
Salt ?ree
Poached
Hard Cooke d
Othe r
Toast
Salt !"ree
Melba
Other
futter
Salt Free
Bever ae;es
Skim Milk
Grape Juice
Othe r
Miscellaneous

Bland
Juice

Jam
Soft Cooked

~ia~1ed

SUPPER

voup
Fat Free
Other
Chopped
Cottage Cheese
!-lashed

·--

Pureed
Chopped

Chop~d

ot:-.or
Sal ad

-}
Wann }!ilk

Diabetic diets

Sa l t Free
Pureed
Meat
Salt Free
Ground
Cottage Cheese
Potatoes
Salt Free
ChOJ2!2ed
Other
Vegeta bles
Salt Free

Fat Free
Cho12~d

Eggs
Othe r
Pureed
~lashed

Pureed
:1ashed

Other
Sal&d

De s sert and Fruit
U!1S.
P..1reed
Bl :m d
Custard
S!lerbet
J.P.
v~ nilla lee CreaM
Jello
1
D Zerta
Fruit
Other
Bread
.:'al t Free
?ca s t Other
futter
Salt Free
Beverages
Skim Milk
Grape Juice
Juice
Ot.l1er
Miscallaneous

t

Diabetic diets

Dessert a nd Fruit
Uns.
J.P.
Pureed
Ice Cream
Custard
Other

She rbet
Jello
3 land
D 1 Ze rta
Fruit

Bre~-

Salt Free
Other
9ut ter
Salt Free
Bove rages
Skim Milk
Other
Miscellaneous

Toast

..
~

Juice

Diabetic diets

)\;
'-"
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Instructions '·/hen Using the ;.\aster

l~enu

The menus are planned to use number "A", "B" and

•c•

respectfully

and rotate during the spring month s.
The menus are planned for the general and the soft diets,
The general diet includes the first

ite~

of each food group .

The soft diet includes the underlined iteos.
The bread , crean for cereal and beverages are not included on the
master menu.

S"-"!ple of the Hester tl.enu for t4onday Number

1

A•

Brelikfast
Stew"d Prunes

Chicken Rice Soup

Crean of Pes Soup

\~heaties

Yankee Pot Roast

Veal Fricassee

) - oin. Egg

Oven Browned Potatoes

Julinne Carrots

Buttered Sliced Beets

Stlt!r'ler Garden Salad
French Dressing

Jelled Orange < Pineapple
Salad
Fruit Dressing

Applesauce

Butterscotch Pudding

Breakfast
Blend ed Juice

Chicken Tomato Soup

Cream of Pes Soup

Cornmeal Cereal

Hacaroni & Cheese

Vea l Fricassee

)-min. Egg

Buttered Sliced Beets

Julienne Carrots

Butterscotch Pudding

Applesauce
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;~aster

Menu for Spring 195.S

#A

Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Monday

Chicken tomato soup
Broth

Cream of pee. soup
Bouillon

Yankee pot roast
Macaroni & cheese

Veal fricassee
Braised liver

Oven browned potatoes

Julienne carrots

Buttered sliced beets

Summer garden salad
French dressing

Stewed prunes
Blended Juice
Whee ties
Cornmeal

3 min. egg

Jelled orange & pineapple salad
Pruit dressing

Apple sauce
Vanilla wafers

Butterscotch oudding
Canned blue pl um s
Tuesday

Vetetable beef eouo
no onion)
Broth

Cream of mushroom soup
Bouillon

Germade
~akes

Spaghetti Ite.lienne
Turkev steak with turkey Fluffy omelet with Jelly
gravy
Sliced ham & mustard
Buttered green beans
pickle
Grapefruit & ave.cado salad
Fluffy potatoes
Honey French dressing

Grape jam

Cream style corn

Poached egg

Lettuce wedge salad
Thousand island dressing

Sliced orange
Chilled apricot
nectar

Choc olate cake with fluffY
i c ine
Royal Ann cherries

Bans.ne.
~& whipPed cream
Wednesday

Navy bean soup
~

Grapefruit half
Pineapple juice

Juicy meat loaf with
tomato aauoe
Tuna ala Icing

Cream of corn soup
Bouillon
Swiss steak
Cheese sauce on nelba toast
Creamed turnips & peas

Cream of wheat
Rice criapies

Buttered noodles
Carrot & raisin salad
Fresh asparagus

Syrup
Hot calces

Rosy pear sal ad
Honey fruit dressing

Soft cooked egg
Tutti Frutti ice ere~~
Vanilla ice crea~

Chilled fr uit cup
Plain blanc mange
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,'!A (Continued )
Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Thursday

Scotch Broth
Broth

Cree.~

Leg of veal with gravy
Broiled beef pattie

Hot beef se.ndwitch
Eggs ala Goldenrod

Banana
Tomato juice

of celery soup
Boui llon

Baked potato

Potato chips

Special "K"
Cres.rn of Wheat

Buttered frozen peas

Stell!:led spinach

Scrambled egg &
bits of bacon

Tossed spring salad
Russian dressing

Mo lded cherry salad
Fruit dressing

Jelly

Fresh apple pie
Canned peaches

Bread pudding with caramel
sauce

Frozen strawberry
Friday

Stewed Rhubarb
Orange juice
Malto Meal
Corn Kix
Soft cooked egp;

~ompo~e

Chicken noodle soup
Broth

Cream of vegetable soup
Boui llon

Salmon loaf with

Broiled la!I!b chop
Hot sliced turkey with

parsley sauce

Chicken fried steak

~

Scalloped potatoes

Sliced beets

Steamed new cabbage
Buttered green beans

Sliced tomato & celery curls
on watercress

French dressing
Citrus fruit salad
Poppy seed dressing

Orange sherbet
Vanilla ice cream

Gingerbread & banana
Canned peeled apricots
Saturday

To!Ilato bouillon
Broth

Cream of chicken soup
Bouillon

Apple sauce
Grapefruit juice

Beef stew with fresh
vegetables
Broiled veal cutlets

Cottage cheese
Barbeque meat balls

\'ihe athearts

Parslied potatoes

Baked potato
~

tlhole kernal corn
Steamed zuchinni

5 min. egg

French bread
Frozen fruit salad
Relish plate
Cornflake cream pudding
Sugar wafers

Banll!'la-gelatin & whip cream
Pineapple aJnbroeia
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/lA (Continued)
Breakfast
Sunday

Dinner

Supper

Corn chowder

Cream of tomato soup
Bouillon

.!tr.21h
Grapefruit & orange
segments
Tangerine Juice

Roast loin of pork
apple sauce & gravy
Broiled lamb pattie

Buttered diced carrots
~hipped

potatoes

Grapenuts
~

Paprika cauliflower
Buttered pees

Muffins
Grilled bacon
Scrambled egg
Apricot jam - jelly

Baked chicken with gravy
Broiled cubed steak

Fruit salad
Fruit dressing
Chocolate ice cream
Vanilla ice cream

Cole Blaw
Creamy dressing
Canned pears
Spice cup cake
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Haster Menu for Spring 1958
Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Monday

Tomato rice soup
(no onion)
Broth

Cre~

Grapefruit half
Apricot nectar

Pork roast with gravy
Broiled lamb chop

Corn flakes

Ste~~ed

~

Soft cooked egg

potatoes

#B

of vegetable soup
!louillon

Swedish meat balls
Asparagus tips with cheese
~

Buttered frozen peas

Whole kernel corn
Buttered beets

Cabbage & apple salad
Mayonnaise

Tossed vegetable salad
French dressing

Banana
Cocoanut custard

Cherry tapioca
Canned pears
Jullienne soup
(no onion)
Broth
Stewed prunes

Braised short ribs of
beef
col'd"Bliced ham

All-0-ll'heat
Germade

AuGratin potatoes

of mushroom soup
Bouillon

Cre~

Tuna casserole
Broiled beef pattie
Creamed diced carrots

Buttered green beans

Sliced tomato & c ucumber
salad
Thousand island dressing

Jelled pineapple · lime
salad
Mayonnaise

Apple sauce with raspberry
Juice
Rice pudding

Soft cooked egg

Oatmeal cookies
Butterscotch puddin~
with cream

Sliced orange
Pineapole juice
Peaches

Chicken Noodle soup
Broth

Cream of corn soup
Bouillon

Roast beef with gravy
Braised beef liver with
onions

Cottage cheese
B~beque spareribs
Stuffed baked potatoes

i~ashed

Rice Crispies
Cream of tlheat
Syrup
French toast

potatoes
Buttered zuchinni

Scalloped tomatoes
Sliced beets
Mixed fruit salad
Fruit dressing

Soft cooked egg
Butterscotch ripple
Vanilla ice cream

Lettuce wedge salad
Russian dressing
Apricot ~<hip
Chilled fr uit cocktail

l Jl
#B (Continued)
Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Thursday

Scotch broth
Broth

Bouillon

Virginia baked ham
Veal fricassee

Chicken chow mein
Baked chicken with gravy

Canned peaches
Chilled tomato juice

Cre~

of celery soup

Oven browned potatoes
\'/heat Chex
Oatmeal
Poached egg

?resh spinach

Cream style corn
~

Relish plate
Fresh rhubar b pie
Canned cherries

Sliced orange & cocoanut
salad
Prui t dressing
Danish dessert
Pinea pp le tid-bits.

Friday

Grapefruit & orange
segt:Jents
Chilled tangerine
Juice
Peeled a pricots

Split pea soup
Broth

Oreao of

Broiled salmon steak
Baked l am b pattie with
mil k gravy

Hot sliced beef
Frankfurters

to~ato

so up

Bouillon

Buttered peas
!laked potato
\·Ieiner buns
H arvar d ~

Wheat Chex
~

Poached egp:

Potato salad
Stuffed celery
Lettuce wed ge salad
French dressing

Li:>e serbet
Vanill a ice cream

Bl. fr ui t ed lello with
cre o.rl'l.

Sugar cookies
Saturday

App le sauce
Grapefruit Juice

Corn chowder

Ore ~

]!:2!:£

Bouillon

Savoy meat loaf
catsup
Creamed chicken

~<ith

of po t ato so up

Tomato, bacon & cheese rare bit
Swiss steak
Buttered green beans

t/he athearts
Corn Kix
Fluffy omelet
Blac k raspberry

..iill.Y.

Fluffy rice
Steamed new cab bage
Buttered carrots
Pineapple & cottage
cheese salad
l·!ayonna.ise

J e lly r oll
Peeled sliced apricot s

Spring salad
French dressing
Jello cubes & whipped cream
Fresh strawberries & cream
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#B (Continued )
Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Sunday

To!:!eto oouillon
Broth

Cream of chicken soup
Bouillon

Ben ana

Orange Juice
Grapenuts
Germade

Roast veal with dressing ~-:acaroni & cheese
end grayy
Sliced corned beef' with
Fried cubed steak
l:!ustard sauce
Whipped potatoes

Steaoed cauliflower
S=er squash

Buttered frozen peas
Ooff'ee cake
Citrus fruit salad

:-lolded vegetable salad
!-layonnaise

Lemon c•1stard ice cream
Vanilla ice cream

Creart puff
Canned peaches

Grilled sausages
(soft cooked egg)

lJJ
i-~as ter :~enu for Spring

1956

Dree.ld'ast

Dinner

Supper

r:onday

3eef noodle soup
Broth

Cre~

Roast veal with current
Sliced fresh oranges
Chilled blended
j uices

:.!acaroni

~-

sou~

cheese

Broiled liver & onions

"K'

Scra.11b 1 ed e<"g

of toaato
Bouillon

Chicken fried steak

.klll

~/hipped

Special
Ger:nade

!fc

potatoes

Buttered green beans
Spring salad on
watercress
French dressing

Cream style corn
Buttered spinach
Grapefruit & avace.do salad
Honey dressing
Apple crisp
Butterscotch pudding

Pineapple bavaria.n cream
Sugar cookies
Apole sauce
Tuesday

Split pea soup
Broth

Cre~

Roast beef with parsley

Scalloped potatoes e ham
Sliced baked chicken with
rravy

Stewed prnne s
Grapefruit
juice
)

Salmon loaf - plain

Corooeal
Rice Crispies

Oven bro>rned 'potatoe s
Bo iled potato

Poached egg

Creamed frozen peas

Cherry jelly

Bl. fruited jello l

sauce

ere a.'!!

of celery soup
Bouillon

Fresh e.sonre.gus
Sliced oranges & cocoanut
:layonnai se
Le~on sponge pudding
Canned oeeled apricote

Vanilla blanc '!l8.ll£e
Wednesday

Vegetable soup
(no onionn)
Broth

Fresh banana
Chilled blended
juice

Juicy meat loaf with

1'/ hea t Chex
Cream of ~/h eat

Parsley buttered ootato

.... ,lshroom sauce

Crea.:n of chicken soup
Bouillon
Cottage cheese 1<ith stuffed
potato
Sliced beef

Pork chop in apple ring
Baked zuchinninsguaeh
Creruoed turnips

Soft cooked er-g

Lettuce wedge salad
Harlequin dressine
Ha.ple nut ice creB!!l

Vanilla ice

crea~

Tooato & cucU!'lber salad
Chef dressing
Chilled fruit cu" bl
Cup cake
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}A (Continlled)
t.3l·cal::i'o.5L

Dinne r

TOursday

'l'o'.JB.to bouil l on
lroth
~oast

Grnpefrui t :1ulf'
Chilled o.nr · oot
~
All - J-~Ihent

tnrkev

C rea~

th

iii

of notat e

so~o

Jouillon

"" TRV'/

Spani s h Gtee.k
Cheese sauce o n ,,elba toast

:;re.nberry sauce
La"Jb chop

F'resh spinach

Jutte red nood les

Fresh fruit salad

Cornflakes
.!

tlliene cnrrots

Ice box p udd inp;
Kadotn f i p;s

Pineapp le '· cai,b a ge
sa l ad

Coconnut cake
CLi lle d ne ar hal f
Friday

;.,resh apple sauce
J:r"' 'V"C · lice

c:.ict:en rice soup
E: r oth
2roiled halibut fillet
Hith tartar sauce
? roiled veal ~ e.tti e

Crea_, of pea aouu
:.oe~i ll on

2G•s a le. Go ldenrod
Co l d s lice d hru1 with roustard
SlLlC8

Scal l onecl notatoe s
Sliced beets

Stea"!led neH cabbnso
'Jrcen be ans

:::itr lS fr.11t sa lad
Poppy seed d ressing

1elish p l ate

:·.,t

~n in bo"
<""[''~('~

she r bet
/ani lle. ice creB.!n

.. 'l~::ed r'1u>arb

1

::; ,, r: 9tnr1l

Cree....- of 1nshroo:J. so:.tp
,. .ouillon
.)eef not

lo:·al

~.1n

c,crric8

';i•illed 'r>n

~

~rino

1ic

Ler· ')f ln. 1~

biscuit

~

t;i

.'e ll:t
~e.· :erl

Potato

nota to

c~1ips

Butte r ed baby licas

lhent '!certs
:3r~ ~~i:·:

:lot beef sand•·1i tch

t.:1 !int

( AsCJarn- .lS)
Scallo~ed

t~:e.toeo

Cree... !ed carrots
As~nrn_::q!:: ,

Jelled
.Jn,- ' ell·r

ve~eta ~ le

se.lnd

.n~ronnnise

Ga!'lned '"'~Pac'1es
... ni11in rice puddinr:

to·.:r.to
cress salad
?renc'rJ dressinr

Pean tt
qnana

b:.1t~er

r

t·rate r-

cookies
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!fC (Continued)
Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Sunday

l'inestrone soup
Broth

Orange Juice cocktail
Boui llon

Virginia baked han
Veal fricassee

Stewed chicken & dumpling
Creamy cottage cheese

Stewed r!lubarb
Tomato 1uico

Baked yB!!ls

Buttered gre en beans

Mal to- >Ieal
\1heaties

'.ihipped potatoes

Tossed spring salad
Ru ssian dressing

Sweet rolls

Butte red broccoli

Grilled bacon

Hauaiio.n fruit salad

Soft cooked ege

Vanilla cherry ice creao
Vanilla ice crean

Apricot j=

Strawberry compote
Jello with whipped creW!l

